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•Computers
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Full speed ahead

Students can use PCs without
high costs through MAC ACT
By Michelle Hikel
Staff Writer
MAC ACT: a move into the future? Perhaps.
This semester,students atthe(1n i versity of Maine
are, for the first time, provided the convenience of
personal computing directlyfmm their roomsthrough
a state of the art program, MAC ACT.
MAC ACT,the acronym for Maine's Advancernent in Technology through Apple Computer Technology,is a Residential Life brain child,designed to
enhance student's computer skills and improve their
grades by providing them with affordable access to
a Macintosh computer system and support services,
"Right now no other state institution has the
network infrastructure we have.The development of
the MAC ACT program is a big move for the campus
to make,and is certainly an ambitious project," Mike
Scott, director of the MAC ACT program, said.
Scott said the program is available to each student
at $250 per semester.
"With all the hardware, software, and support
services offered here,$250 is really cheap. Normally, a computer alone costs about $2,000," he said.
Scott indicated that approximately 60 percent of
the fee is put toward the cost of the hardware, while
the remainder pays for MAC ACT support services,
He said MAC ACT's hardware includes one
Macintosh LC assigned per room with four megabytes hard drive, a 3.5 inch floppy disk drive and
sound-input technology, a keyboard, mouse, Stylewriter Printer, and a 12 inch color monitor,
Primary software includes a Word Processing program, Microsoft Word with a built-in spell checking
pmgram,thesaurus,automatic footnotes,word counter,
table of contents and indexing capabilities; Microsoft
Excel,a spreadsheet program,and Quickmail,an elec-

ironic mail program which allows messagm to be sent
to other MAC ACT users on the network.
Access to the CAPS cluster and the URSUS
program have just been added to the MAC ACT
system this week.By simply logging onto the UMaine
system and typing the command"URSUS,"students
can not only search for books at the Fogler library,
but can also gain access to Colby, Bates, and Bowdoin's libraries. Again, all of this is done from the
students' rooms.
Another feature the MAC ACT network carries
is Internet,a global network connecting thousands of
computers — a program which will enable students
access to campuses world-wide. Some of the information Internet delivers to colleges is news on campus events and job postings along with phone and
electronic mail directories.
According to Scott, access to this system will be
provided at no extra charge to MAC ACT users,and
will be available once all MAC ACT computers are
switched to the 607 system.
Along with all of this, MAC ACT users are given
10,3.5 inch floppy disks,and two resource manuals
According to Scott, MAC ACT users are also
provided with an extensive support services.
"Right now, we have 15 first-year students who
work as Computer Consultant Assistants (CCAs),
and are the core of our staffing. We brought them in
over the summer and trained them on the Macintosh
computers," he said.
The MAC ACT main office is currently located
on the first floor of Knox Hall, and is where MAC
ACT file servers are located.
According to Scott, the Help ('enter is open 3
p.m.-11p.m.,Sunday through Thursday,and 3 p.m.Scc MAC ACT on page 15

•International student affairs

A participant in the Rec Sports mountain bike race plows through
a puddle in the middle of the race, held on Thursday on the bike
trails near the campus.(Kiesow photo.)

•Maine Day

Croatians ask that Yugoslav
flag be taken down in Union

Maine Day approved by
Faculty Senate for 1992

By Kristy Marriner

Staff Writer

By Kim Dineen

Staff Writer
Miordrag Oljaca came to the
United States from Croatia in August.Croatia is currently at war with
Yugoslavia for its independence,
which it declared on June 25.
The Memorial Union is currently displaying a group of flags
representing each country that a
member of the UMaine community is a citizen of. Among them
hangs the flag of Yugoslavia.
Oljaca, along with Miroslav
Juric, are two UMaine students
born in Yugoslavia, who now call
themselves citizens of Croatia.
Along with Spanish Instructor
Maria Tijan-Wieck, they are protesting the Yugoslavian flag that
currently hangs in the Union.
In a letter to the director of the
Union, Oljaca, Juric and Wieck
asked that the flag be removed
from the Union, as it was painful
for them to see it there.

Maria Tijan-Wieck, (left) and Miordrag Oljaca, (right) collect
signatures as part of a national petition.(Sampson photo.)
"It is painful for us to look at
the same flag that is on the planes
that bomb our cities and on the
tanks that kill our people," the letter said.
They asked the flag be removed,
as they no longer recognize Yugoslavia as their homeland, but in-

stead the republic of Croatia.
According to the letter "The
federal army of Yugoslavia, the
last communist army in Europe,is
waging a war against the republics
of Croatia and Slovenia. These republics are pro-western and deSee CROATIA on page 16

What are you doing Wednesday,
April 22, 1992? Well,get your work
clothes ready and practice your oozeball game because that's the official
date for Maine Day '92.
On Wednesday,the Faculty Senate overwhelmingly approved
Maine Day and placed it on the
academic calendar.
Maine Day has become a tradition at UMaine. For56 years,different facets of the university community from administrators, faculty,
and staff to alumni and students,
have worked together to clean up
the campus and boost community
spirit.
According to Nancy Dysart, director of Alumni Activities, this is
very early in the year for Maine Day
to be approved.
"Approval in the spring semester is not the proper approach,"Dysart said. "It is easier for the faculty
to plan around a day than have it

dropped in their laps in the middle
of the semester."
Virginia Gibson,Faculty Senate
Chairman of Academic Affairs,
agreed.
"The major criticism of Maine
Day from the faculty is that it is
approved too late to include it in
their agendas," she said.
"Most of the faculty are in favor
of Maine Day,"Gibson said.'They
view it as valuable public service
for the university and also very useful for the students to participate
in."
Stavros Mendros and Brent Littlefield, president and vice-presidentofStudent Government respectively,have been working since early September to get Maine Day
placed on the academic calendar.
They, along with many service
organizations on campus,formed a
task force to fight for Maine Day.
"Our goal is to make Maine Day
a permanent tradition at UMaine,"
Mendros said."But we have to start
Sec MAINE DAY on page 16
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• Dr. Kevorkian aids suicides of two women in Michigan

NewsBriefs

•Two guerrillas dead as rebels, government clash
• Former Mayor Barry loses sentencing appeal

•Suicide

•El Salvador

Dr. `Death' helps two more women Government,rebel battles erupt as
commit suicide in remote state park peace negotiations end in El Salvad
or

1

DETROIT (AP) — Suicide machine inventor
Dr. Jack Kevorkian helped two
SAN SALVADOR,El Salvador(AP)— fighting between rebels and government
women commitsuicide in a remote state park Wedne
sday,not farfrom where he helped
forces
erupted around El Salvador only hours after the close of the latest session of
an Alzheimer's victim die last year, one of his
lawyers said.
U.N.spons
ored peace talks, the two sides reported Wednesday.
The women were found dead in a cabin in north
em Oakland Country's of Bald Mountain
Despit
the
talks,
e
which are to resume Nov. 3, both sides have continued to take military action,
Recreation Area north of Pontiac, about 40 miles
north of Detroit, Oakland County Sheriff U. apparently hoping to gain
as much territory as possible before a cease-fire locks their positions in placr.
Glenn Watson said.
The armed forces spokesman's office said guerrillas of the Farabundo Marti Nation
Kevorkian had called the sheriff's department and
al
said there were two bodies in the cabin, Liberation Front blew
up two temporary bridges Tuesday. The guerrillas had stopped most
WXYZ-TV reported. ,
attacks on bridges three years ago.
Michael Schwartz,one of Kevorkian's attorneys,
told the station the doctor had called him
It also reported four clashes in the countryside outside San Salvador and said guerril
to the park because he may need legal help.
las
attacked five power poles and six towers in efforts to sabotage the electricity grid. Two guerril
The station broadcast videotape of Kevorkian at
las
the park.
were killed and 19 wounded in the attacks, the army said, and six soldiers were injured.
Another Kevorkian attorney,Geoffrey Fieger,told
WXYZthat Kevorkian had helped both
The guerrillas' clandestine Radio Farabundo Marti claimed that in one battle, nine. soldie
women commit suicide.
rs
were
wounded It said that fight took place in Suchitoto, some 25 miles north of the capita
Sheriff's deputies took Kevorkian,63,of Royal Oak,
l.
to Oakland County Jail. No charges
It said nine other soldiers were injured in fighting near the eastern town of Perquin
were immediately filed.
The
army did not report that clash.

2

•Drug charges

WorldDigest

Barry loses court appeal
WASHINGTON(AP)— A federal appeals court
Wednesday refused to let former Mayor Marion Barry delay serving his six-month sentence of cocaine
possession. He is due to repoit to prison on Satur
day.
A three-judge appeals panel said in a brieforder that
Barry
has not shown that the appeal of his sentence is likely
to result
in a shorter term or no prison time.
The former is scheduled to report to a minimum-securit
y
prison in Petersburg. Va., on Saturday.
Barry was convicted of a single count of cocaine
possession in August 1990. U.S. District Judge Thomas
Penfield
Jackson re-sentenced him to a six-month terniin
September.
The original six-month term was thrown otitsty a
panel of
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of ColA
bia Circuit
on the ground Jackson did not explain how he applie
d federal
sentencing guidelines.

3
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•Environment

Benton offlandfill list
BENTON (AP)— A state agency notified town
residents Wednesday night that a 149-acre parcel
in
Benton was no longer being considered for a staterun
special waste landfill.
•Massacre
The decision was made after Henry Warren,the state's
•Health
waste
management director of siting and disposal, told the
Waste Management Facility Siting Board that the tract was unsuitable.
The news was greeted with enthusiasm by residents,
who had
pittrred for a public meeting to voice opposition agains
t the landfill
for incinerator ash, asbestos and other "special" wastes
.
"We won. We're finally off the hook," said Charl
GUATEMALA CITY(AP)— A military court
es Kent,
has
BOSTON(P)— A $16 million drug treatment
a Benton resident."It's great news. Now,we can relax
convic
ted one of its own for the massacre of 13 Mayan
a little,
progr
am targeting pregnant women,teen-agers and
have a beer and go to sleep in peace."
Indians, marking a breakthrough in the prosec
ution of
minori
ties may enable the city to treat an additional
Earlier this week, ABB Environmental Services
said soil Guatemalan officers formerly thought to be immune from 500
peopl
e
each
year, officials said Wednesday.
tests on the property showed it wasn't suitable becau
se the punishment.
Dubbe
d
Treat
clays soil was too shallow to support a landfill.
ment Works," the three-year project aims
"This sentence begins a process of endin
g impunity in to improve drug
treatm
ent services to Boston neighborhoods
Guatemala and is in line with President Jorge
Serrano's pledge The project
•Halloween
includ
es
63
programs operated by 44 providers
to establish law and uphold the human rights
of all citizens,"
"Alth
ough
the
federa
l government lists the war on drugs
Attorney General Acisclo Valladares said.
as
one
of
its
highes
t
priori
ties, little has been done in the
Sgt. Maj. Efrain Garcia Gonzalez was sente
nced Saturday areas of treat
ment and preventive education," Mayor Ra.
by a military court to 16 years in prison for the
December 1990 mond Flynn said
in a ceremony at the Dimock Conununit
murder of 13 Mayans and the wounding
of 12 others in Health Cente
PENSACOLA BEACH,Fla(AP)— Residents of
r.
Santiago Atitlan, 50 miles west of Guatemala
city.
this resort town are hoping toseta world's record that will
"The benefits of this program are
He apparently is the first Guatemalan office
real — they increase
r to be sen- the efficiency
also end Linus' annual quest for the "Great Pumpkin."
of drug treatment services as well as the
tenced to prison for murdering civilians
since
The town has created what it claims is the world's larges
the military recovery of
t formally relinquished power
addicts," Flynn said.
in the mid-1980s, despite hunjack-o'-lantern, sitting atop a house, said Kathi Curtis
The program is funded by the
, who dreds of political killin
U.S. Office for Treatment
gs during that period.
helped create the Great Pumpkin of Pensacola Beach.
Improvement,through the state Divis
Vallaciares made his announcement Tuesday.
ion ofSubstance Abuse
The pumpkin actually is a flying saucer-shaped house
Services, under a federal plan that
that
The government says Garcia's conviction
target
s eight cities nationsits on legs atop a one-story concrete home in this
is evidence wide. It will
Florida Serano is starting to tear
be administered by the city Department
down the wall of immunity that has
of
Panhandle town.
Health and Hospitals.
protected high-level killers for decades.
The saucer house,27 feet high and 95 feet in diamet
Services will range from inpati
er, was
The Mayans who died in that case were fired
ent detoxification and
draped in orange cloth on Sunday and dark patches
upon in the methadone
were added middle of the night while
counseling. The program will boost funding to
protesting the attempted kidnapping
to form a smiling mouth and triangle-shaped nose
help patients get access to servic
and eyes.
of a fellow townsman by the military in Santi
es,and links intake centers by
ago A titian.
computer to cut waiting periods for
admissions to programs.
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Officer convicted for
City drug treatment
massacre of 13 Indians program establ
ished
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`Great Pumpkin'lives
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•Environment

Global conservation issues topic of conference

By Kristin Southwick

economic implications of balancing environmental protection with progress.
University of Maine coordinator,RamoEnvironmental protection both in the na Muller,
a graduate assistant in wildlife,
United States and abroad was the topic of said
the conference was an opportunity to
deliberation, and the University of Maine exchange ideas
about global concerns - eswas the place to deliberate.
pecially those embracing this state.
Monday through Wednesday, in an
"The purpose of the conference is to
event-filled conference, global conserva- introduce them(the
participants)to the most
tion issues were raised to the forefront of pressing
environmental issues and to look
discussion by environmental leaders from more closely at Maine's
concerns," Muller
16 developing countries including Colum- said.
bia, Pakistan, India, and Israel.
University of Maine faculty, staff, and
The seminar, sponsored by the Univer- studentsfrom several fields
lectured on such
sity of Maine Office of International pro- topics as research needs
for conservation,
grams,centered around political,social,and sustainable agriculture, environ
mental polVolunteer Writer

•Killeen mass shooting

I
I

icy considerations and comparisons, and harvest a certain kind
of grass (used in
natural resource issues in Nepal.
building,)" Hunter said.
Malcolm Hunter,a professor in the wild"In the United States, that practice is relelife department,spoke at the conference and vant to national and
state forests where resaid even though the international concerns sources can be used for
economic purposes."
were somewhat different from those in the
Hunter went on to explain the way that
United States, the importance of conserva- other countries involve
local people in their
tion was a common thread.
natural resources is a practice worth modelIn Nepal, where Hunter's report was ing elsewhere.
based, the goal is to provide an interplay
The University of Maine visit is only a
between economic advantages of park re- small portion of a five-wee
k tour of the
sources and those animals that live there.
United States sponsored by the United States
"In Nepal, and in particular, at Chitwan Information Agency. Issues
of continuing
National Park, a balance between the wild- interest such as climate
change, ozone delife and the economic needs of the local pletion, and public awarene
ss programs are
people is achieved by allowing them to on the agenda for the remaind
er of the tour.

•Disasters

Texas massacre and
Oakland fire may have been
shootout lasted 15 minutes arson, mudslides may be next
KILLEEN, Texas (AP) — Police radio
tapes reveal that the gunman who massacred
23 people at a restaurant shot himself 12
minutes after the police department was notified,indicating the rampage and ensuing gunbattle with police lasted at least 15 minutes.
The tapes were reli-,a.sed Wednesday,one
week after George Hennard crashed his pickup through a plate-glass window at Luby's
Cafeteria,then methodically killed and wounded dozens of diners before killing himself.
Initially, officers estimated that the nation's
worst mass shooting lasted 10 minutes.
The tapes contain conversations of dispatchers with officers inside and outside the
restaurant and hysterical calls for help from
people who had escaped the gunfire.
One man called to say the shooting was
continuing, then put a hysterical witness on
the line:"He's driving a pickup. His pickup is
still inside," the woman sobbed. In the background another woman cried:"Can someone
help us, please!"
Also Wednesday, authorities released preliminary autopsy reports on 22 of Hennard's
victims. All died of gunshot wounds, 10 from
single shots to the head,the DallasTimes Herald
reported. Results were not available on the 23rd
victim, who died Saturday at a hospital.
An autopsy released earlier showed that
Flennard died ofa self-inflicted gunshot wound

to the head.
The recordings released by police indicate
Killeen dispatchers got the first report of the
shootings about 12:39 p.m. on Oct. 16. It
came from the nearby Harker Heights police
department, which had just received a call
from a man who used his car phone to report
hearing 15 shots as he pulled into the cafeteria
parking lot.
lbe tapes indicate Killeen officers were
inside the restaurant exchanging fire with
Hennard for six to seven minutes. Officers
Kenneth Olson, 35, and Alex Morris, 49,
estimated they fired 35 rounds in their battle
with the gunman.
The tapes reveal that Hennard apparently
was wounded by police fire at 12:44 p.m.,
after which the officers entered Luby's.
Hennard,cornered on the north side of the
building, threatened that he had hostages,
which police couldn't confirm.
Four minutes later, an officer notified a
dispatcher of a fire exit near the gunman and
raised the possibility he mightexit through the
restroom window.
At 12:51 p.m., the tape reveals an officer
saying: "Shots fired. Shots fired...a hit." A
second officer:"We're going to need a lot of
ambulances."
A minute later,"The suspect is dead. Shot
himself in the head."
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By Laura Myers
Associated Press Writer
OAKLAND,Calif.(AP)— The fire that
killed 24 people and destroyed thousands of
homes may have been arson, the fire chief
said. Meanwhile, rain in the forecast raised
the threat of devastating mudslides.
The fire, the costliest in U.S. history, began Saturday as a small blaze that was quickly
knocked down but flared up the next day.
Driven by high winds, it destroyed 2,900
houses and apartments and injured 148 people, causing more than $5 billion damage.
"The origin of the fire has been
found.....The fire was potentially set," Oakland Fire ChiefP.Lamont Ewell said Wednesday."It's suspicious because we've ruled out
all natural causes."
He would not comment further, pending
the outcome of an investigation.
The fire, which fed on trees and brush
dried by five years of drought, left bare 1,800
acres in the hills overlooking the San Francisco Bay. With rain forecast for Friday and
Saturday, officials feared mudslides.
Workers today were to begin building
wood and mesh barriers to catch soil and
rocks and protect homes below.
As soon as authorities finish looking for
the remains of fire victims —a task expected

to take a few more days — fabric is to be
placed over hillsides to hold soil in place.
Albert Cema ofthe federal Soil Conservation Service said the fire destroyed not only
trees, shrubs, bushes and other greenery, but
also their roots, leaving the soil vulnerable to
erosion.
"I understand there already has been some
erosion just with the water used to put out the
fire," he said.
The death toll reached 24 on Wednesday
after skulls and hone fragments offive people
were found, most in the area of the well-to-do
400-unit Hiller Highlandscondominium complex, which was reduced to ashes.
Twenty-five people were listed as missing, and City Manager Henry Gardner said
the death toll was expected to rise.
Rescue workers used dogs to search.
"It's a pretty tedious process," said Sgt.
Dan Voznik, a homicide detective. "We're
mostly finding just bone fragments and then
the coroner has to officially identify them."
Authorities escorted hundredsofresidents
through the area where their homes once
stood.
"Your whole life is just gone," said Jack
Rogers, who lost a daughter in a fire 15 years
ago."It's amazing to me that nothing is left,"
he said of his three-story home."I guess it's
called start over time."

SAVE BIG
ON MOUNTAIN BIKES

Save $25 to $100 off '91 Bikes
In Stock Now to November 9th.
We must make room for the '92's.

Main St. Mountain Bike
27 N. Main Street• Old Town • Maine
-F 9:30-5:30, Sat 10-2, Closed Sun.
827-0200
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•Music

Devonsquare shows offnew songs, old favorites
By Jody Myers

Staff Writer
Devonsquare hit the stage Wednesday
night in the Damn Yankee with faded jeans,
easy smiles,and harmonies thatjust wouldn't
quit.
They sang about Africa and Elvis, bus
stops and night sails. They sang about corning of age after the 60s, a magical and
powerful decade that may have esteemed
them less than they esteemed themselves.
Two award-winning albums with another due out next month,a long list of credentials, and opening act performances for the
likes of Susan Vega, Bonnie Raitt, and Roy
Orbison leave Devonsquare reflective.
They are on the straightaway.
The Portland-based trio is comprised of
Tom Dean, (vocal, guitar) Herb Ludwig,
(vocal)and Alana McDonald (vocal/violin.)
Their music is a combination of jazz,

folk, and Latin — distinctly acoustic — and
they've been at it more than 20 years. Ludwig started as a member of"Schooner Fare,"
another Maine-based group. Eventually two
groups evolved.
McDonald met Ludwig at 18. Until then
consideredshehadplavyoeiccle.violin, but hadn't really
"He was my boyfriend for five years,"
said McDonald. "One of the first things he
ever asked me was'Can you sing or what?'"
sing7
,,hcieudidn't want to
tio'whae so she had to
McDonald holds that working together
is no problem — they're "best friends."
Devonsquare seems to have a genuine
enthusiasm for performing, and has been
heralded for such. It is such excitement,
some argue, that afforded them a contract
with Atlantic Records. Throughout their
career, they've been acclaimed for every-.
thing from Best Album at the Maine Musi

cal Awards to being declared "Act of the
Year" by a New York radio station.
Last night's show,sponsored by the Union
Board, was held in the Damn Yankee. Devonsquare opened with the title cut from their
third album "Walking On Ice," followed by
the second track on the same album,"Black
Africa," for Nelson Mandela.
"I can feel the fire and the heat; I can hear
the thunder of feet. see the people die in the
street to save Black Africa...we must do
what we must, to save Black Africa," read
the lyrics.
Devonsquare writes their own music
which proves their greatest challenge. Integrating music, words, and whatever else it
takes to come up with that elusive balance
can be hellish. They've got it together.
though, for "Route 66," which comes out
next month.
'
60
'It'ss, aaboseuntsereoflferect-iboinrths,.thAererotummantcoethofe
the

beat era, I guess," said vocalist Herb Ludwig."We were all so caught up in it."
Ludwig holds that Devonsquare's upalb Th
is yew
isev
ryerceloase
bletotow
cohm
atptrhoe
mise well with Atlantic Records, salvaging
a certain creativity. Devonsquare may bv
influenced by artists like Paul Simon and
James Taylor, but they've "trained" with no
one. They've got a style all their own.
"We play these college things so that
you'll hire us for weddings later on,"joked
Ludwig. The audience laughed this time;
some of the 60s generation jokes before that
had escaped them. An hour into the show.
however, mumbling within
thin the audience
had stopped competing with Devonsquare
and spectators in the nearly full Damn Yankee were riveted to their seats, feeling what
it might be like to travel down Route 66 or
walk on thin ice.
It had come full circle.

•Parking violations

Getting tickets,towed costs students a lot ofbucks

By Autumn !son
Volunteer Writer

Returning to your car to find a parking
ticket is enough aggravation to ruin anyone's
day. It's even worse is to find two or even
three tickets ornamenting your windshield.
Many students have been faced with this
situation this semester. This blunder can cost
you from $5 to a costly $50. Your car may
even be towed, which is an additional $35 to
$40, according to Tony Deroche of Smart's
Auto Body.
Deroche said the most common occurrence is someone who's in a hurry to get to
class and can't find a parking spot so they
decide to park in an improper lot or a handicap
area.The driver hopes to get in and out ofclass
before security notices. This attempt to evade
Public Safety doesn't always work.
"Thecops down there have got built in radar;
as soon as someone parks in the wrong spot,
they're right on it," Deroche said facetiously.
Susan Lundquist and Kevin Cassidy made
the mistake last semester of parking their car
on the midline that separates the residential
and staff parking in the Jenness Hall lot.
"We had no warning," Cassidy said.
"I came out to find my car gone."

To add to their distress, they didn't have
any money or transportation to pick up their
vehicle. Lundquist said Public Safety offered
them no help whatsoever.
Offering some relief to students, Public
Safety has halted towing when a vehicle is
parked in an improper lot, due to a suggestion
made by Student Government President
Stavros Mendros at a Parking Committee
meeting last semester. Vehicles can, howev
er, now be ticketed hourly.
Assistant Director ofPublic Safety Charles
Chandler said another reason for not towing if
parked in an improper lot is because of how
much the campus was torn up due to the
Taylor Communications Project.
Vehicles will be towed if parked in a fire
lane, handicap area or in a winter snow removal area.
As of Nov. I to May I all blue (faculty).
green (staff), and black(commuter)areas are
closed to overnight parking due to snow removal. Vehicles are subject to towing if in
these areas between midnight and 6 a.m.,
even if there isn't snow on the ground. Public
Safety does try to give warnings and tickets
before towing.
"If we don't implement the enforcement
prior to the snow, we'll have dozens ofcars to

ZOOLOGY MAJORS

4

It's time for The Junior English Proficiency Exam.

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 4'h
7:00 p.m.
in 102 Murray Hall
0

It is required that you

take this exam before

you graduate.

For all Zoology Majors including Biology(BA.
only),
Clinical Lab Sciences (Med. Tech., Cytotechnology)
Majors in the College of Sciences.
Juniors must take this exam.

tow when a storm comes," Chandler said.
compared to the past allows more flexibility
To keep from getting towed or ticketed. in parking.
Chandler suggests people read the maps re"We certainly don't have enough spaces
ceived when purchasing decals.
to park every car that has a decal all at once.
The statement,"Lack of space in a conve- Yet you can go around campus at
most times
nient parking lot is not a valid excuse for and find spaces available," he said.
violating a parking regulation"is boldly print"Getting a ticket is frustrating and we'd
ed on the front of the map.
prefer not to give them out." Chandler said.
Chandler said the new parking system "The trick is, pay it and don't
do it again.-

•Yugoslavian-Croatian conflict

Yugoslav anny attacks Dubrovnik
By Maud S. Beelman

The fierce assault on Dubrovnik came
hours after Yugoslav army troops reported
mortar and sniper attacks against their positions in Kupari, a resort just south of
Dubrovnik they had entered Tuesday.
The Yugoslav state news agency Tanjug
later said the army withdrew from Kupari to
"a safer position" after suffering unspecifled heavy casualties. The attacks on the
heart of Dubrovnik apparently were in retaliation for the army's defeat in Kupari.
Radio Zagreb, monitored in Austria.said
missles hit Revelin fortress in Dubrovnik's
old town while people were trying to shelter
there. It gave no casualty figures.

Associated Press Writer
ZAGREB, Yugoslavia(AP) — Federal
artillery and gunboats shelled the historic
center of Dubrovnik for the first time
Wednesday, hitting medieval and Renaissance sites in the walled city center, reports
and witnesses said.
At least three civilians were killed and
two wounded during the day as federal forces rained more than 1,000 shells on homes
and hotels, Croatian defense officials said.
A city hospital also was hit, the defens
e
officials said.

See the Doc for tickets
to these events!
Blues Traveler/Widespread Panic

October 25, Colby College, 112.0

0

Squeeze
October 26, Bowdoin College,
$16.00

Penn & Teller
October 28, Bowdoin College,
115.00

Fred Small
November 8, 1st Universalist
Church,

Bangor, $8.00

Dr. Records

20 Main Street, Orono, Main
e
866-7874
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Did You Know...

Beta Theta Pi
is
• A 152year old Fraternity with 135 chapters
throughout the U.S. and Canada
•The only National Social Fraternity to require
all chapters to maintain a 2.5 G.PA.
•The Fraternity which founded a chapter
at the University of Maine before any other
greek organization, in 1879.

•Currently looking for Dedicated
Young Men to reestablish our
chapter at the University of Maine.
For more information, please contact
Martin Dixon at
866-7120

The rest, as they say, will be history.
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CollegeNews

• Conference on rape discusses awareness and Prosecution

•Rape awareness

Conference deals with rape awareness,prosecuting'
By Amy Reynolds

rapists

rape on college campuses.
The organization has lofty goals: It plans
building plans,the scheduling ofnight classes
Parrot isn't the only expert armed with and establishing campus emergency commu- to develop student workshops and
presenta(CPS)— The nation's experts on campus sobering statistics. Bernice Sandler, execu- nication - individual officer training iscrucial. tions that will be coordinated for
presenta
tion
rape told horror stories.
tive director of the Association of American
"One session a year is not enough," she nationally,to write a newsletter,to address the
More than 10 fraternity brothers gang- College's Status and Education of Women says. "We have to work with prosecutors, issues of sexual assault among
different ethrape a virgin at San Diego State University. project,says 1(X)gang rapes have been report- rape crisis counsel
ing services and victim nic groups,to form a network of professionals
One year after the incident, the fraternity ed at colleges and universities since 1985.
assistance programs."
working in the field,to establish a library with
holds a party in honor of the event. No one is
Both agree that attitudes are much of the
People also need to encourage prosecu- information about rape,and to form a support
prosecuted.
problem.
tion, they say.
system for rape survivors that will help them
A fraternity chapter at Ohio State Univer"There are people out there who think date
Carol Bohmer,a former attorney and now relocate to another school if their administrasity and another at Bloomsburg University in rape is an oxymoron," Parrot says.
a professor in Cornell's sociology depart- tion is not responsive.
Pennsylvania require pledges to commit a
"We have to think about the types of ment, says taking rape charges through the
"Students have had an impact," she says.
gang rape or beat up a woman for induction. students on our campuses that we need to criminal justice
system may prove more ben- "Administrators can say all they want about
Countless women report date and acquain- reach...and realize that we can't change opin- eficial to a victim than a universi
ty's judicial date rape,but students are peer counselors and
tance rapes only to be told by police and ions with one (educational) program. We system.
they need to realize that, they need to train us.
campus administrators that they are to blame. need to take baby steps to change their atti'11-le goal ofthe campusjudicial system is Their programs look good on paper but it's the
"Why were you drinking? Why were you tudes."
alone in the man's apartment?"
The attitude problems are coming from
Their forceful voices sent vibrations of many directions.
"The goal ofthe campus judiciary system is different Its
anger,frustration and utterconfusion bouncing
"A lot of these men have perceptions diaprimary interest is in protecting students, its reputation, its
offthe walls as they recounted story after story metrically opposed to the women.They don't
of sexual assault on college campuses, large really know they committed a rape," she says.
finances. The criminal justice system focuses on punishing
and small, public and private — nationwide. "There are also a number of women who say
offenders." Carol Bohmer,Sociology professor at Cornell
At the first Conference on Sexual Assault they only go out with nice men,so they're not
on Campus, experts on rape, students and at risk. They say,'This won't happen to me.'"
Parmt adds that administrators' responses different. Its primary interest
is in protecting students who carry them out."
are crucial as well. She divides them into three students,its reputation,
its finances,"she says.
Rabold says because so many tapes ate
"We have to...realize that we groups:
those who won't deal with campus rape "The criminaljustice system focuses
on pun- not reported, students who are friends of the
until it happens on their campus,those who bury ishing offenders."
can't change opinions
victim often become counselors by default.
their
heads in the sand andcome up with creative
Many victims are shying away from crimwith one program."—Andrea
In addition to aggressive educational proways to prevent victims from repotting rapes, inal prosecution
these days and turning to gramming,Parrot recommended that schools
Parrot, Cornell University
and those who see that date rape is real and take civil action against
the alleged rapist and conduct sexual assault surveys to assess the
steps to prevent it from happening.
against the schools for improperly handling scope oftheir problem. ban
organizations that
those working at colleges and universities in
Police now promote sensitivity and training. the victim's report of
the rape. Bohmer says. encourage date or gang rape, and promote
counseling,law enforcement and administra"If your people in your department at your
"These are situations in which universi- media coverage of the problem
. She also said
tion promoted a national campaign against university don't care, nothing you do will ties
can be liable," Bohmer says.
schools
should
hold
closed
judicial
hearings
campus rape.
come across right," says Richard Turdiewicz,
Even with the increase in civil action, a that involve rape, prohibit
the
graduat
ion or
One in four women in college today will police chief at the University of Central Flor- large percent
age of victims do not take any registration of a person facing
rape
charges,
be the victim of rape or attempted rape. Rape, ida."Don't look for reasons why not to help. action
for fear of blame,embarrassment,fear and have comprehensive
guidelines defining
especially date and acquaintance rape, is the Don't say,'You violated this safety principle, of
retaliation from her attacker and fear that no rape and the
punishm
ent
for
the crime.
most underreported of any crime. About 75 you did this and that wrong."
one will believe her.
Parrot
also
encoura
ged
student
involvepercent of campus rapes involve alcohol.
Leslie Scoville of the Rutgers University
Jennifer Rabold,a senior at the lIni versity ment. Rabold
says
anyone
interest
ed
in joinThose figurescomefrom Andrea Parrot of police department agrees and adds that in of Richmo
nd, is just one of 60 students who ing the national student
coalition can write to
Cornell University's Department of Human addition to taking added security measures on bonded
together at the conference to form the its coordinator,
Ashley Belcher at WashingService Studies. Parrot is one of the nation's campus to prevent rape — such as additional Nationa
l Coalition of Students Against Sexu- ton University,
6515 Wydown.Box 4290,St
leading researchers of date and acquaintance lighting, keeping shrubs trimmed,evaluating al
Assault.
Louis,Mo., 63105.
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Thanks to Rose Bike,
a little money can buy you
a lot of happiness.
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Kreger's Grand Central Waltz

The debut album of an exciting New York
singer!
Acoustic rock flavored with jazz, blues, regga
e.
Hear and buy it at:

DR. RECORDS(ORONO) GRASSHOPPER SHOP
(BANGOR) BAD HABI I•
(BANGOR) THE CAMERA & PliOTO SMITT1S
(ELLSWORTH)

A

Savings from $35 to $220.
A

Guest Lecture Series presents
Backstage histoiy of

A

Night Uwe

I-

a

A

36A Main St.
Mon&Fri 9-5

Orono 866 3525
Tue-Thu 9-7
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with speaker Jeff Weingrad
October 29th 8 Pm Hauck Auditoriu
m

Free to the public
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College News Briefs
More than 200 students
evacuated from Colby
dorm due to fire
WATER V LLLE,Maine(AP)— More than
200 students were evacuated from the largest
dormitory at Colby college early Wednesday
after an electrical fire broke out in wiring near
the roof, a college spokesman said.
No injuries were reported and students
returned to their rooms at the four-story Dana
residence hall after Waterville firefighters
brought the flames under control,Ed Hershey
said.
After they were evacuated,the 210dormitory residents gathered at the nearby student
center as campus employees were called in to
prepare pizza.
'This amounted to a two-hour pajama
party," Hershey said.
Firefighters responded to the blaze at
around 1 a.m., according to Capt. Richard
Maierolle of the Waterville Fire Department.
The fire begaa in electrical wiring connected to heating tape,which is attached to the
roof of the building to prevent ice backup
along the eaves, Mazerolle said.
"No living areas were affected at all. It
was all on or just under the roof," said
Hershey, who estimated the damage at
around $3,000.

Yale offers feminist
theology studies
NEW HAVEN, Conn.(CPS) — Yale
University is offering a new major for mas-

ter's students through its Divinity School.
The focus — feminist interpretations of the
Bible and theology.
The new concentration consists of 22
interdisciplinary courses in theology, ministry, church history and biblical studies.
Nine faculty members will teach the
classes.
"The move also announces to the academic world that there are enough books to
support feminist theology studies and that
substantial research has been done in this
area," coordinator Letty Russell said in a
press release.

Dead prof leaves three
wives baffled
PALO ALTO, Calif. (CPS) — As if
Stanford University hasn't been handling
enough problems ofits own lately, up popped
three — no, one more last month.
After pediatrics professor and lung transplant researcher Norman Lewiston died in
August, a local newspaper ran his obituary,
which named his widow.
Shortly after the obituary ran, another
woman called the Stanford Medial School
to tell officials she was Lewiston's widow.
Finally, a few weeks later, a third wife
was discovered — the woman,a San Diego
nurse, had filed for divorce just one month
before Lewiston died.
An investigation by university officials
found that Lewiston married his third wife
two years ago, his second wife five years
ago and his first wife in 1960, with whom he
had three children.

•Research

Professor studies laughter
through standup
By Diana Smith
(CPS)— "A fellow comes up to me at a
party, and he says, 'I understand you're a
doctor — do something medical.' "Pause.
"So I made him wait." Laughter."And then
I billed him for it." More laughter.
When it's a good night on the comedy
club circuit, America's Laugh Doctor is
knocking them dead. Cliff Kuhn is giving
the audience a cure for their blues.
And then there are bad nights when the
audience is unresponsive, too embarrassed
for him even to titter. Flopsweat, it's called.
A standup comic's worst nightmare.
But the bright nights in comedy clubs are
more than just gigs to Kuhn, who went on
the standup circuit this year to do in-depth
research on laughter and its role in healing.
His specialty as a professor ofcommunity
psychiatry at the University of Louisville
School of Medicine is finding out why mindbody interaction is so important to people
with chronic ailments, such as rheumatoid
arthritis, and life-threatening illnesses like
cancer.
So, with the blessing of the school, he
went on sabbatical to study laughter, which
has been proven to be good medicine.
Kuhn said he actually started working
with standup comedians to learn the tricks of
the trade when he began holding laughter
workshops for patients with chronic conditions that defied the treatments of modern
medicine.

In recent years,researchers have found that
laughter actually helps relieve some symptoms.
"Laughter raises the tolerance for pain. It
also stimulates the immune system," said
Kuhn. Laughter boosts T-cells, natural killer cells. "They're in more abundance in
those who laugh more. It's been well-documented that laughter is a valuable tool for
eliminating stress and tension."
In order to present live comedy material
at the workshops, Kuhn started hanging
around comedy clubs.
"I asked so many questions about the
techniques ofcomedy that the comics threw
the gauntlet down and said,'You've got to
get up there.'"
So he did."It was a kick. I thought I was
the best comic since Bob Hope. It was the
second time that was bad," Kuhn said.
"It's a terrible feeling to stand up there
and hit them with a joke.. and you get
silence," he said."It's totally embarrassing.
You panic and feel silly and stupid. It takes
a long time to get rid of the feeling tojust run
off stage."
"There's a certain inhibition to laughing in
public," said Kuhn."We somehow feel we're
being more responsible if we look at the dark
side," he said "We have a tendency in our
society to take ourselves too seriously."
The lure of the road is strong, hut Kuhn
plans to hang up the microphone.
"I do love it, but I really love my work in
psychiatry too. I have a seriouscommitment to
bring this back into the medical community."
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The University ofMaine
Rape &Sexual Assault Awareness Program Committee

Congratulates
thefollowing organizationsfor producing this year's
most creative, exciting, and meaningful banners
promoting rape and sexual assault awareness:
Student Organizations

Fraternities/Sororities

Androscoggin Hall DGB

1st

Alpha Omega Phi

SEW
YOUR
HOE
Yes, kids, no drafty drawers,so sew your hole,
throw on your boxers and bow-tie and come to the

rrr-Imm Tvpo&-term..k*Tor#70,riv,mortr-wx.::T

Doris Twitchell Allen Village DGB

Kennebec DGB

3rd

—2nd

_

Boxer hods
and

Chi Omega

Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Delta Zetkctic)

The Committee extends its heartfelt thanks to all those who took the
time, effort, and care to create and display banners supporting

Rape
&Sexual Assault
Awareness Week

Bow Tie Dance
Where: Damn Yankee(1st Floor, Union)
When: Saturday, October 26th 9pm-2am
4

$1

Admission

($2 without boxers)
Sponsored by Delia Zeta & Theta Chi
(It's a Res Life Party, so bring your ID.)
"Check your pants at the door."

or,

"
---111101"'""ir

a
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WorldNevvs

• Clashes in Zaire may lead to civil war
• UN Special Commission can't find nuclear plant in Iraq

•Zaire

•Iraq's nuclear capability

Anti-government forces battle
in Zaire; may lead to civil war

UN has yet to find
secret Iraqi nuclear plant

By lpakala Mobiko
KINSHASA, Zaire(AP) — Rival antigovernment groups battled each other and
supporters of President Mobutu Sege Seko
in a southeastern Zairian city Wednesday,
leaving many dead and whole neighborhoods in flames, witnesses said.
Mobutu attempted to name a minor opposition figure as his prime minister, but
there was no indication the opposition would
accept his choice.
National radio warned that Zaire was on
the brink of civil war, with fighting among
factions, and "only a spark is needed to set
the country on fire."
Mobutu on Monday fired Etienne
Tshisekedi, an archrival who he was forced
to appoint after riots broke out Sept. 23 in
Kinshasa, the capital, and Belgium and
France intervened with paratroopers.
Mobutu asked the opposition to name
another candidate. They met Tuesday and
renominated Tshisekedi. So Mobutu named
his own choice, Bemardin Mungul-Diaka.
Belgian troops on Tuesday and Wednesday evacuated 1,000 foreigners from the
country as pitched battles were reported in
Lubumbashi,a mining city of 450,000 people in Shaba Province, about 1,100 miles

from the capital Kinshasa
Witnesses said whole sections of Lubumbashi were in flames. Zaire radio reported
"many deaths." Widespread looting was reported there and elsewhere.
Mobutu's foes said he was fomenting
chaos to justify imposing a military government, as he did when he took power in 1965
after hundreds of thousands of deaths in civil
strife.
Unrest has wracked this central African
nation of35 million people for a month now,
and state radio on Wednesday suggested for
the first time that a military government was
needed to enforce order.
Zairian radio and TV said Mungul-Diaka was named the new prime minister, but it
wasn't clear whether he had accepted.
Mungul-Diaka,57,joiner] Mobutu's Popular Movementfor the Revolution after Zaire
gained independence from Belgium in 1960,
and served in the Cabinet. After falling from
favor he went into exile in Belgium in 1980,
and returned in 1983.
He heads the Democratic Assembly
for the Republic, a small party in the
Sacred Union, the opposition coalition.
More important opposition leaders earlier
refused Mobutu's offer of the prime ministership.
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CAR AUDI( IYSTEMS
Do your tunes sound tired? Has your car become a
prison instead of a palace? Maybe it's time to retire
that old radio and get a real stereo. How about a
radar detector or alarm to complete the system?
Large systems or small, we carry equipment for every
need and can help you get back on the road in style.
Call for pricing and installation info.
SONY • PIONEER • PANASONIC • PYLE DRIVER • UNIDEN
BAZOOKA • BEARCAT • BEL • COBRA • ELECTROVOICE • K-40
PHASE LINEAR • PHOENIX GOLD •PRECISION POWER • PYRAMID
• AND MORE •

FALL SALE
SONY (71) PLAYER CDX-5040 In Dash CD Player with 2 or
four channel amplification. 8x oversampling. Dual 18-bit D/A
converters. 18FM+6AM presets. Intro Scan, Return,Shuffle, and
Repeat Play. Many more features. ...$299

SONY 10 DISC CHANGER Works with your existing
radio, nothing extra needed! CDX-A15RF Comes with 10
disc changer, Remote Controller, FM Modulator and one 10
Disc Magazine. ...$375

Call Campus Rep • Andy 866-2287
Sale ends November 30, 1991 • Prices do not include shipping

By Peter James Spielmann
Associated Press Writer
UNITED NATIONS(AP)- U.N. weapons inspectors have yet to find a secret Iraqi
nuclear plant north of Baghdad that a defecting Iraqi scientist told U.S.intelligence about,
officials said Wednesday.
The Iraqi government scientist turned himself in to U.S. troops in northern Iraq last
spring and has provided a wealth of information about Iraq's nuclear program.
Acting on his report that Iraq produced
enriched uranium at a facility in northern hail
using an obsolete electromagnetic process, IS.1
satellites and 11-2 spy planes tracked a truck
convey carrying the machinery,called calutrons,
to a new hiding place at a military base.
U.N. weapons inspectors led by American David Kay cornered the convoy at a
military barracks in late June; Iraqi soldiers
fired warning shots over the heads of the
inspectors to drive them off.
Based on shipments to Iraq intercepted
from West Germany, Britain and the United
States, U.S. officials had believed the Iraqis
were relying on the more advanced gas centrifuge enrichment process.
Eventually, U.N. inspectors found evi-

dence Iraq also had developed a centrifuge
program, as well as a chemical program to
enrich uranium to weapons-grade strength.
The secret base where the centrifuge equipments is believed to have been used, in the
mountains near Mosul,about 200 miles north
of Baghdad,has not been found,said officials
who spoke on condition of anonymity.
11.N. inspectors aid they checked the area
and found one cavernous bunker built into a
mountain side, closed off by huge doors, hut
it was empty, one U.N. official said
Rolf Ekeus, the chairman of the
Special Commission that is dismantling Iraq's
weapons factories and laboratories that would
have to be destroyed under a Security Council
resolution passed earlier this month
The Special Commission and the International Atomic Energy Agency are also developing guidelines for how to deal with the
more thorny problem of the many dual -use
factories in Iraq, which were used in the
weapons program but could now have legitimate civilian uses.
"Weapons will obviously be destroyed.
and facilities which are constructed with the
sole purpose of producing weapons will obviously be eliminated or destroyed," Fketis

qaii Addicato#t Se4ed-44./4*
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Mon. 25

November
6

Football Finale
Hockey Home Opener

Thanksgiving Recess
Tues. Nov. 26 - Mon. Dec. 2
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•Yugoslavian-Croatian conflict

9

•Cuba

Havel favors UN intervention Castro makes pitch to Latin
in Yugoslavia as last resort
American countries to help Cuba
By Gene Kramer

ic," he said."Ifthe war were to be protracted,"
involving border changes, "it could become
explosive, might set off destabilization in
WASHINGTON(AP)— Czechoslovak other regions, spreading like an infection."
President Vaclav Havel said Wednesday he
Havel said he told President Bush his
would favor international intervention as a concerns about Yugoslavia during
their Tueslast resort to bring peace to Yugoslavia, be- day meetings.
cause prolonged war could spread elsewhere
Havel said he continues to favor helping
"like an infection."
the Soviet Union achieve democracy, pros"More energetic action is needed.. toward perity and stability as a way to benefit peoples
first and foremost a cessation of hostilities," in throughout Europe and elsewhere. The Unitthe Balkan country, Havel said."If it cannot be ed States and other countries wanting to assist
done in any other way,!would advocate sending East Europe's new democracies "could kill
some peacekeeping forces."
two birds with one stone" by providing the
These forces could be under the U.N.flag, Soviets credit to buy goods from Poland.
Czechoslovakia and Hungary they can no
longer pay for in rubles, he said.
"I believe the danger
Earlier,Havel told membersofCongress
coming from Yugoslavia is
his newly democratized country wants the
graver and deeper than the closest possible ties with the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization,possibly including stainternational community
tus as an associate member.
Havel's met the lawmakers at a Capitol
has recognized."—Vaclav
breakfast after the Bush administration said
Havel, President of
it will not support efforts by any of the
former Warsaw Pact countries tojoin the 16Czechoslovakia
nation NATO as associate members.
allied under a U.N. Security Council resoluThe administration told Havel on Tuesday
tion as in the Gulf War,or sanctioned by the that the United States can support only a liaison
European Community or the Conference on relationship with NATO for Czechoslovakia,
Security and Cooperation in Europe, he said. Poland and Hungary, a spokesman said.
"I believe the danger coming from Yugo/lavel told the Press Club one of his govslavia is graver and deeper than the interna- emmene s outstanding achievements was
tional community had recognized," Havel bringing inflation down to zero the past four
said at the National Press Club.
months after prices jumped more than 25
"Yugoslavia is a crossroads ofthree worlds, percent in the early stages of privatization and
Western Europe, Eastern Europe and Islam- other economic reform.
Associated Press Writer

EGuido's Guido's Guido's-1
buy two guido's and
get one
All new
482)1

By Candice Hughes

in their reputations as statesmen, reputations
that could be enhanced by a Cuba initiative.
Both tried to persuade Castro to undertake
COZUMEL,Mexico(AP)— Fidel Cas- political and economic reforms at their last
tro,eager for oil but under pressure to liberal- meeting in July at the lbero-American sumize Cuba's hard-line communism, made an mit in Guadalajara.
unscheduled appearance Wednesday at talks
Castro, one of the only non-elected leadwith the presidents of Mexico,Venezuela and ers in the hemisphere, gave no sign he would
Colombia.
budge from his path.
What appeared to be a routine meeting of
But he would like to enhance Cuba's
Mexico's Carlos Salinas de Gortari, Carlos relations with Latin America. Mexico and
Andres Perez of Venezuela and Colombian Venezuela are especially important,as potenPresident Cesar Gaviria took on added impor- tial oil suppliers.
tance with Castro's arrival.
The two countries supply petroleum at
Castro told reporters he looked forward to favorable prices to most Caribbean and Cen"good things, an exchange of opinions, of tral American nations through the San Jose
criteria, of talking and listening."
Pact. Cuba has recently suggested it would
A senior Mexican official hinted thatsome like to join the pact.
economic help was in the offing for Cuba,
How Cuba would pay is the key question.
which is in dire economic straits."Would you
Castro has ruled out anything but onelet your neighbor starve?" he asked reporters. party Communist rule and a centrally planned
Cuba's economy has sunk to an all-time economy,although the Communist Party enlow with the loss ofaid and trade from former dorsed direct elections to the National AsSoviet allies and the Soviet Union the past sembly during its congress earlier this month.
year. Everything from cigars and shoes to
"We're not in any condition to help anyfood and fuel is rationed.
one," Andres Perez told reporters."We're resCutbacks in Soviet oil shipments have cuing the economies of our own countries."
crippled Cuban industry and forced some
However,Mexico imports sugar and could
farmers to use oxen instead of tractors.
also use Cuban nickel. Venezuela has sugI n his search for new trading partners gested Cuba might refine some of its crude in
essential to his import-dependent island,Cas- exchange for fuel.
tro has turned to Latin America.
Colombia,which re-established diplomatCuba's bid to forge closer ties in the region ic ties with Cuba after the Guadalajara sumhad been matched by a desire on the part of mit, could also stand to gain. Cuba is thought
Latin American leaders to draw him back into to have considerable influence over the Marxthe "family fold."
ist guerrillas that have been battling the CoSalinas and Andres Perez put great stake lombian government for 30 years.
Associated Press Writer
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I—Managers Special
Medium Single Topping
Pizzas
'
}
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T • 1.

High Fiber CerlDei
48 Republican Oz.

eo

FREE

Chicken,
Cheese &
04011
Broccoli Gutdo
Limit One Coupon Per Customer Per Visit
Expires 1 1/30/91

—

rit&' Buy One
An Get One FREE

Only S9.95440.

Limit One Coupon Per Customer Per Visit
)4444/44.

reirWE

d \plume
THREE LOCATIONS-OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
495 So. Main St.
Brewer
989-2333

L

BIOne Small Pizza, Get One of
qual or less Value for FREE
(limited to 3 Toppings]
Limit One Coupon Per Customer Per Visit
E2spires 11/3_12/91

n Whole Wheat Pizza

33 Lincoln St
Bangor
947-2771

154 Park St
Or vin.i
866-5505
(Orono - Dine-in or TokeOut)

Tastes Good • Good For You

$1.00 OFF
Any Size
Limit One Coupon Per Customer Per Visit
Er...Tires 1 1 /30/91

December Graduates!
If you are graduating on December 21, 1991, and plan

The 1.1I-New Village

Car Wash

to attend Commencement Ceremonies, and have not

Autornahr •Tombless

turned in an "Application for Degree" form, please

4 Self Serve Bays
0

0

Open Daily from 8108

stop by the Office of the Registrar, Wingate Hall, immediately!

Wednesdays are Students Days!
$2.00 off our automatic wash
from noon to 6pm (I.D. required)
(Next to Thrifiway Food (enter)

Deadline: November 1

-1
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EditorialPage
•Tradition

Maine Day, the way it
should be
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On Wednesday afternoon the
faculty senate resolved a
campus-wide dilemma: Will the
re be a Maine Day,or not?
Good news kids, there will
be. Maine Day has been a
tradition here at UMaine for 56
years. Recently a controversy
has arisen about the usefulness
of Maine Day and the amount of
participation. Apparently a lar
ge margin of faculty senators
believe that this campus holida
y is worthwhile because they
pas.sed it 25-3-2.
The biggest complaint from
the faculty has been their
inability to plan on a set date for
the event when making their
syllabi at the start ofthe semester.
The problem is solved. Maine
Day will be on April 22 this yea
r.
Student government has been
pushing this issue and has
succeeded. Organizational partie
s have been developed to plan
for the event.The reported goal
this year is to encourage faculty
participation. We'll see what hap
pens.The most important step
has been taken,faculty and studen
ts have banged out a comprise
and settled a question for everyo
ne.
Congratulations on the progre
ss made in this area and best
wishes for continued success ((
JC)
People are constantly complain-
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Carnegie Halt alive and well at 90
Jody Myers
Verbatim Staff Writer
Granite and ivy and nearly
90 years of tradition mark
Carnegie Hall, where today
its spirit lies in its artists and
art lovers; people afraid of art
viewed as a high class thing,
people who fling open their
doors and say it doesn't have
to be that way.
More than just a building
where "art students hang
out," Carnegie Hall is a study
in contradictions. Chaotic,
paint-splashed studios with
music playing are next to an
immaculate art exhibition arranged with the same care
one would expect from a bigcity gallery.
Outside,students sit under
trees; sometimes laughing
softly, more often concentrating on whatever they are
sketching. Inside,the art staff
is busy overseeing exhibitions,
securing new collections, attending to the endless details
that has afforded the University of Maine Museum Qf Art
at Carnegie Hall(UMMA)the

distinction of having almost
5000 pieces of art, the largest
collection in the country for a
land grant college.
Carnegie is alive.
A complex place representing several spheres of activity, Carnegie houses classrooms and studios for the art
department,and it is home for
UMMA.
Students at UMaine may
take classes as art majors, or
as part of the College of Education. In each room,different
types of art take form.
Some students paint with
oils, sketch still-life, study
photography. Many prefer
sculpting.Students whose specialties are creating fine arts
are called studio majors.
Others claim art as a passion, but are more into the
business end of it. They may
take several arts appreciation
courses, and learn about being a curator. That's Kelly
Swift's job, a senior from
Massachusetts who studies
both studio art and art history, and serves as curatorial
intern at Carnegie.
Being a curator means being very organized, versatile as
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Carnegie Hall is the scene of many artistic exhibits and classes.(Myers
well. It goes much farther than
simply liking art," she said.
Swift'sjob is hands-on.This
is where the presence of the
UMMA links nicely with the
educational surroundings.
Swift's responsibility swells to

"real-world" proportions.
Before an exhibition, she
must meet and interview the
artist, often traveling out of
state to do so. Then she is in
charge ofsetting up prep crews
to bring the works to Carnegie.

photo.)

She must make sure all work
is insured and properly labeled.
Swift is responsible for UMMA
public relations which includes
press releases, programs, and
See CARNEGIE on page V8

New pep band screamin' for Hockey Team
By Nicole Zando
Verbatim Staff Writer

The Screamin'Black Bears,UMaine's
new hockey pep band,roared to a rousing startlastSaturday nightin Lewiston
at the university's.
first hockey game of
the season.
The band, directed by graduate music student Mark Mumme, met with
widespread support and enthusiasm
from fans, music students,and the athletic department.
"All the students that are in it are
pretty psyched about it," said Mumme,
UMaine alum and former Orono High
School band director.
The band is growing rapidly, and
both music and non-music majors are
encouraged to join, he said.
"For once I can forget about engineering and have fun. Not that it's not
fun being an engineer,"said band member Wayde Marshall.
Marshall, an electrical engineering
technology major and trombonist, describes the music as big power pieces that

are loud and have a lot of brass sound.
"I think it's what people want to here
at hockey games," he said.
Besides being an enjoyable experience,Marshall also cites making friendships as a plus to band membership.

The organization of this group is
more laid-back than that of the other
university bands, Marshall said, and
the hockey pep band students are committed to their organization.
"There's a level ofcommitment by all

music for basketball or hockey.
Hockey coach Shawn Walsh's open
acknowledgment and enthusiasm also
impresses and encourages the band
members, Mumme said.
"Thatenthusiasm filters down,"said
Mumme.
Walsh went to Lewiston last week,
stepped into the arena and looked for
the best place for the band to play directly to the players, Mumme said.
Accordingto Murrune,Walsh alsocompiles a list of what he considers to be the
bestcollege pep bands in the country and
shares the information with him.
Mumme can then contact the band
parties involved to make this work," directorsand exchangeideasaboutpieces.
Mumme said.
"He feels the band can help the team
The pre-season number one ranking by helping the crowd. He considers the
of UMaine's hockey team generates a wholecrowd to be a asset,"Mumme
said.
lotofenthusiasm in the area for hockey.
The band practices at 7 p.m. on Mon"If you like hockey this is one of the days in the ROTC building atthe Alumni
bestcollege environments to be involved Memorial Gym. Hockey pep band
may
in hockey. It's a spectacle to say the also be taken for credit.
least," said Mumme.
The band members will be easily
He also said that the new band's orga- recognizable in their new blue and white
nization as its own entity has created rugby shirts at Team USA and Notre
enthusiasm for it. Now studentscan have Dame games in addition to home
games
a choice whether or notthey wantto play at Alfond Arena.

"Ijust want it to be fun for everyone. When you
play for a pep band, it's your time to have fun
with your instrument"— Mark Mumme
Mummeshares Marshall'senthusiasm.
"I just want it to be fun for everyone.
When you play for a pep band, it's your
time to have fun with your instrument."
The hockey pep band used to be part
ofthe basketball pep band,said Mumme,
but due to student scheduling conflicts
and game conflicts, the two bands
needed division and reorganization.
Basketball and hockey games were
often scheduled at the same time. Students now have a choice of being in one
or both bands, said Mumme.
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A review of the latest tapes, albu

ms and CDs

Robin Hitchcock and The so it's
easy yiwrite depressing
Egyptians
songs like, She Doesn't Exist
Perspex Island
Anymore, but I couldn't take a
If The Beatles were around who
le album ofthat anymore."
today they would buy Robin
Robin Hitchcock and The
Hitchcock's new album, Egy
ptians have succeeded in
Perspex Island.
making their third album,
Robin Hitchcock and The Perspex
Island, an oasis of brilEgyptians giva- mainstream lian
t music in a sea filled with
music a kick in the butt. They refu
se.
eatthe peanutbutter and leave
As Hitchcock put it, "My
the fluff for The New Kids On son
gs used to be curses, now,
The Block.
they're prayers."
The album's first single, So
You Think You're In Love, is a
Trip Shakespeare
throw-back to the age when
Lulu
screaming girls mobbed John,
No play William Shakespeare
Paul, George, and Ringo. It's a coul
d have written while drophappy, bouncing tune which ping
acid can compare with the
leaves you humming through horr
or ofthis new album by Trip
the day long after your gum Shak
espeare.
has betrayed you.
As their second album,Lulu
In his single, Birds In makes
a futile attemptto transPerspex,Hitchcock sings about port
this band from their Minwantingsomething thatis dead neap
olis base to Anytown,USA.
to suddenly reanimate and beWith songs such as Jill Can
come alive again. The unique Driv
e and Today You Move,one
lyrics and masterful harmonies canonly
hopethatA&M Records
make this song one of the best does
not renew their contract
on the album and certainly bet- Kee
p your children inside and
ter than most on the Top 40 stuf
f their ears with cotton.
charts today.
As strange as a painting by
Hitchcock teams up with Dali and
as surreal as the flowMichael Stipe from RE.M. for ers
on Mars,Trip Shakespeare
the song,SheDoesn't Exist Any- takes
the listener on a journey
more. While keeping with the to
nowhere.They lift your spirjubilant theme of the album, its
with a catchy title and from
SheDoesn't Exist Anymore,also ther
e on, they drop you...hard.
departs a bit in the lyrics which
"We want the songs to have Trip Shakespeare—there's a disaster waiting to hap
pen on this trip.
Hitchcock calls 'depressing.'
that strange glow that good str
ang
e
glo
w
was
evident, as was tripping whe
"It's damn hard to write movies
n he made Only this time they can'
have," says Dan Wil- evident as
tblarne
a toxic waste dump. this statement
songs as chirpy and bouncy as son
.
, member of Trip This alb
their face flop on inexperience
um and good movies
the early Beatles did, without Sha
This album failsjustas much
kespeare.
have absolutely nothing to do as
it becoming a sort of pastiche,
their previous album, Are
After listening to Lulu,that with eac
h other. Maybe Wilson You Sha
See WAX on page
kespearienoed? did.

Study reveals TV reinforces stereotypes

NEW YORK,(AP) — What do you
carpet really clean.
want to be when you grow up?
The same was true in showin
g char- telling them!"' Willia
Even public television has its prob
ms recounted."At
- acters that were "powerfu
If you're a kid, and you watch an
l-authorita- leastthat was
lems with sex roles,according to Tannis
evi
den
ce
there were some
average amount of television (a min
tive
-knowledgeable." In informati
d Macbeth Williams, a psycholo
ve people involved whofelttha
gist at shows, most or all of
tthey should
boggling 22hours a week),you might
these characters be doing
be the University ofBritish Columb
a better job in this area."
ia who were male 76.5 perc
getting the wrong idea about what
entofthe time,there
you ran a content analysis based
Even commercials have stirring visu
on a week was an even mix
can become - boy or girl, man or women.
in
13.7 percent, and als, sou
of children's TV in October 1985.
nd effects and action; commermost or all were female in 9.9
TV reinforces traditional sex roles for
percent. cialsfor girls hav
She divided the kids' programs into
e dreamy dissolves,soft
men and women. "Men are powerful
In 67.2 percent of the mai
, "informative-educational," pre
nstream focuses and gent
domi- shows, most or all of
le
background music.
authoritative,dominantand aggressive;
the powerful, aunantly public television shows,and"no
"Children'stoy advertising isthe mos
n- thoritative or knowle
women are subservient and relatively
t
dgeable charac- sexist
part!" fumed Peggy Charren, an
unimportant except in family roles and
activist whose ActionforChilt
as sex objects," a 1987 study noted.
hrres Television has lobbied relentlessly for
An
d
too
often that male voice has been telling
Over the years, males on TV have
betthe woman what
ter kids'TV since 1968.
outnumbered women about 3-to-1.
"You see two little white boys play
fabric softener is best, or how to get
Dozens ofstudies and content analying
tha
t
with
car
pet
their toys, or two little blond
rea
lly
cle
an,
ses have shown that television in gengirls
playing with dolls or animal mos
eral,and kids'TV in particular,is domis,
t of
whi
ch are connected to hair,lots hair
nated by males.
of
."
informative," or network mainstrea
she said. "I thought at
m. ters were male; there
"Male voice-overs run 9-to-1 in comone
tim
thes
e
e
was an even mix four
In 54.3 percent of children's "inforchildren were all partofone family."
in 19.2 percent; and most
mercials generally,"said John Murray,
or all were
mative" programs, most or all of
How kids assimilate these cult
the female in 13.6 percent.
a psychologist at Kansas State Univerural
prominent characters were male;ther
mes
sages isn't clear. One theory
e
Before Williams presented
sity. ""'llat's independent of who apsugwas an even mix in 31.5 percent; and
her find- gests that by
age 3or 4, children watch
ings at a conference, she
pearson the screen.The voice ofauthor- mos
said an ac- TV with
t or all were female in 14.2 percent.
their own "social scripts," their
quaintance who worked
ity from behind the screen, that is prewith PBS' learned
Most or all of the prominent characexpectations of what is likely to
"Sesame Street"asked abo
dominantly male."
utthem.She happen
ters in"non-informative"children'ssho
.
ws
was
dismayed when Williams
And too often that male voice has were mal
gave her
e in 67.3 percent of the shows, the
They bring those little scri
bad news about gender
been telling the woman what fabric ther
pts with
portrayals. them,and
e was an even mix in 15 percent,and
the more often theirexpecta
"When I said that,she said
softener is best, or how to get that mos
,'Damn it, tions are
t or all were female in 7.7 percent.
met, the more difficult it beI knew it! I'd been tell
ing them and comes
the change them.
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New therapy offers hope for auti4-n
William R. Grasso
For Verbatim
"A green bulb for Trevor
,"
inquires the brown-haired boy.
He is holding a nightlight
with
a white bulb.
"We only have white bulbs,
Trevor," says his father, Dave
Bell. "Do you want a white
bulb?"
"Uh-huh," he answers, and
scampers off to play with it.
Just over a year ago,Trevor
Bell was incapable of forming
sentences. But due to a new
therapy, Trevor, at age four
and a half, can ask questions
and make statements. Trevor
is autistic.
Once thought to be an incurable disease, resulting almost

always in institutionalization, newly
accepted medical phrase
autism is now seen as a curable for
autism. Joan and her husdisability.
band, Dave, discussed options
Joan Bell, Trevor's mother, for
treatment with their doctor
first noticed odd behaviors and in
Ellsworth, Dr. Paul
slow development in her son at Goodm
an.They opted fora non-

The therapy involves deliberate
interaction with the child. Not
forcing anything or refusing, but
just being there.
an age of 18 months. At that
time, Doctors told her not to
worry. At age four and a half,
Trevor was diagnosed as having a "pervasive atypical developmental disorder" the

traditional form of treatment.
"We were hesitant with traditional therapy, as it had a
poor success rate," said Mrs.
Bell. "Dr. Goodman suggested
I read a book, "Son Rise," by

Suzi and Barry Kaufman.
When I read it, I said,'we can
do this'."
The Bells got in touch with
the Kaufmans, and arraigned
to go to the Kaufrnans' clinic,
The Options Institute and Fellowship, in Sheffield, Mass.
There,forone week,both Trevor
and his parents underwent intensive therapy. The new
therapy is called the "option
process." It teaches autists
positive thinking processes,and
stresses no guilt for both the
parents and the patient.
"Itisgreattherapy,"says Mrs.
Bell. "It teaches us to be nonjudgemental, and is profoundly
respectful of the child. It helps
with other relationships, too. I
treat people thesame way,keeping in mind that on a momentto
moment basis, people are doing

the best they can."
One theory of autism is that
the real world is too confusing,
complex,and unpredictable. It
is easier for autists to pay attention only to very,simple,
predictable things. If no useful
therapy breaks through,
autists may continue to retreat
into their own little world,and
usually have to be institutionalized.
The option process placesthe
child into a controlled, predicable, and ofcourse,safe,environment. The children are allowed to do or play with anything they want, with a person
always interacting with them.
The autistic'scompanion will
always talk, very animatedly
and with exaggerated moveSee AUTISM on page V8

'Snapshots' to focus attention on UMaine
By Kristy Marriner
Staff Writer

what's going on at UMaine
and how it effects the people of
Maine," said the show's producer, Janice Parks. "The

"Snapshots," a new half
hour monthly magazine show
about the University of Maine
will premier this Sunday on
Channel 7.
The show contains short
feature stories about UMaine purpose is to keep
people betand how its programs effect ter informed."
people around the state.
"Snapshots" is hosted ev"The show concentrates on ery month by a different
alum-

nu/alumna. TV broadcaster
Patsy Wiggins,from the class
of 1973, will be hosting the
debut show.

rebroadcast on MPBN and search, business, econo
my,
WCBB the first Saturday of athletics, arts and educa
tion.
the following month,air times
It will also include a short
to be announced.
segmententitled"On the Mall"
where students are asked their
opinions on recent issues.This
months' show asks students
about changes in the library,
such as the URSUS system. A
history section will also be
dedicated to Fogler, in honor
Each episode of"Snapshots" of its 50th birthday
next
will include segments on stu- month.
dents,faculty,alumni,health,
See TV on page V7
history, public service, re-

"The show concentrates on what's going on at UMaine
and how it effects the people ofMaine."— Janice Parks.
The show will be broadcast
on WV!! - TV, Channel 7 at
11:30 am the last Sunday of
every month. It will then be

UMaine presents Cajun extravaganza
Beausoleil, one of the most
popular and critically acclaimed Cajun bands in
America,performs atthe Maine
Center for the Arts at 8 p.m.
Saturday, Nov. 9.
Pronounced "the best Cajun
band in the world" by radio
commentator Garrison Keillor,
Beausoleil has performed in
movies, on network television,
and in dance and concert halls
nationwide. Formed in Louisi-

ana in 1975 by fiddler and vocalist Michael Doucet,the band
performed the following year
atjimmy Carter's presidential
inauguration. In the 1980s,
Beausoleil received national
exposure on Keillor's "A Prairie Home Companion" and in
sold-out appearances from
UCLA to Carnegie Hall.
Doucet scored the film
"Belizaire the Cajun," and his
song "Zydeco Gris-Gris" ap-

peared on the best-selling
soundtrack of"The Big Easy."
The album "Bayou Cadillac"
earned Beausoleil its third
Grammy nomination. The
band's most recent album,
"Cajun Conja,"is largely Cajun,
infused with jazz, blues and
island rhythms.
For more information and
tickets, call the MCA Box Office, 581-1755, weekdays from
9 a.m. —4 p.m.

Misery Loves Comedy
MISERY IS ConEDY ANI) ComEDY is misERT
6Y IVAN "Deep Philosophicol TruAs"BRUNE T
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Faculty concert features Nancy Ogle
Soprano Nancy Ogle performs in a faculty recital at the
University of Maine at 8 p.m.
Friday, Nov. 1 in Hauck Auditorium.
Ogle,UMaine associate professor of music, presents songs
and duets by Handel,Schubert,
Rossini, Bellini, Wagner, and
Steinberg.She isjoined by contralto Daphne Schneider of
Chicago and pianist Joseph
Arsenault of Old Town.
Arsenault., who has accompanied Ogle in previous recitals,
conducted the UMaine Opera
Workshop's 1989 production of
Purcell's 'Dino Aeneas."

Schneider also assisted with
that production.
A regional finalist in the
Metropolitan Opera Auditions,
Ogle has performed in the U.S.,
Japan, the Soviet Union, Austria,and Canada.Leading roles
in Gounod's "Faust" and
"Romeoand J uliette,"Puccini's
"La Boheme" and Handel's
"Rinaldo" are among her credits. Recently,she performed the
title role in Lehar's"The Merry
Widow" with the Bangor Symphony and appeared with the
Boston Lyric Opera as the Governess in Brittsn's 'The Turn
of the Screw."

Ogle,whohas performed many
world premieresofcontemporary
works,sang the role ofIris in the
premiere of John Eaton's
children's opera "Androcles and
the Lion." She later toured in a
production of the opera with the
Cincinnati Symphony.
A recipient of numerous
awards and scholarships,Ogle
holds a master's degree in music from Indiana University.
Donations will be accepted
at the door for the UMaine
Music Scholarship Fund. For
more information, call the
UMaine Music Department at
581-1240.
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Variety jazzes up 20th century combos
smaller combos and the combos have flourished. Today,
many of them play campuswide.
Although these groups are
The jazz menu at UMaine is list
ed under the umbrella
filled with something for every cour
se title "MC0-143," they
appetite and if you find your hav
e formed individual names
jazztaste changes periodically, suc
h as Los Picantes, The
substitutes are allowed.
Stompers, The Trombone
Where you once had to go to Sho
uters, The Wednesday
the jazz clubs of a big city to get Night
Band, and a new group
your dose ofjazz, now you only with
the name "The No-Name
have to go so far as the music Quin
tet."
departmentin
Each group
Lord Hall. In
has its own
some cases,
personality as
the musicians
well
asitsown
will
bring
nam
e.
Los
their music to
Picantes is a
you. This is
salsa band
possible bewhich feacause several
tures a large
jazz
enrhythm secsembles now
tion and speexist in the
cializes injazz
UMaine dewith a south
partment of
Members of the Wednesday Night Band,
one of many jazz ensembles at UMaine
of the border
.
Music.
flavor. Con- James Waltz conduc
ts the Whitney said that one of the Stratton
Donald P. Stratton, associ- versely,
has made great
the No Name Quintet Trombone Shou
ters.Waltzand reasons he enjoysjazz so muc
ate professor of music, has generall
h
stri
des.
y plays material writ- Jay Bregman,
associate pro- is the excellent people in the
taken the idea of many,diverse ten by
'My favorite music is ruck
Stratton.
fessor of history and cooperat- ensembles.
jazzcombos and transformed it
He also said that and roll, buy I like jazz
Directing the six groups ing asso
and
ciate professor of mu- jazz makes being
into a reality. A reality which coul
a music ma- fusion 118 well. Except for a few
d be an almost impossible sic,share cond
ucting choresfor jor worthwhile.
has resulted in the creation of task
pieces, I don't care for classifor one person.
the Stompers.
six new ensembles playing a
"It's probably one ofthe rea- cal,' Gravelle
"I couldn't do it by myself,"
said. But Dr.
The jazz program under sons why
variety of music.
I'm still in this de- Stratton has done an
Stratton"said. It's important Stratton
excellent
has
made greatstrides partment," he said
A few years back, Stratton, to have
.
job producing the program that
students who are quali- in a depart
ment generally
director of the 20th Century fied
Paul Gravelle is also a music he has.
to handle the musical de- known for clas
sical musictrain- major who plays percussi
Music Ensemble, found that mands.
on in
"
jazzcombos perform freing. Some students, in fact, the Sals
some elements of jazz perfora Band, Wednesday quently througho
Because ofthis,other musi- credit jazz
ut the area.
and Stratton with Night Group, and
mance,such as improvisation, cian
the percus- Each Monday, an ense
s conduct the some of the their inte
mble
rest
in music.
were simply impossible tolearn combos
sion ensemble. While he said plays in
. Stuart Marrs, assisthe
Mem
ori
al
Unio
Chri
n
s
Whi
tne
y,a music edu- thatjazz is not hisfavorite
in a large group. He split the tant prof
form during lunch and Sundays,
essor of music,directs cation major,
play
s trombone of music,he acknowledges
large 20th Century group into Los Pic
that Stratton is involved in "Jazz at
antes and student in three of the
jazz ensembles. the jazz progra
m under the Bagel Shop" in Bangor.
By Frank Spurr
Verbatim Staff Writer

Each group
has its own
personality
as well as its
own name.

Terra Nova opens Maine Masque's 86th sea

son

t.

is

Newton Dubs(L)and Brian Page appear in

Terra Nova.

Terra Nova, the compelling body
and two others eight Aynne
Ames and costume destory of Robert Scott's ill-fated mon
ths after this final journal signer
is
Richard MacRike, of
expedition to the South Pole, entr
y dates March 29, 1912: the
Dep
art
opens the 86th season of the *We
ment of Theatru/
shall stick it out until the Dan
ce. Student Jennifer
Maine Masque Theatre at the end
but we are getting weaker, Mah
onan is make-up designer
University of Maine's Hauck of
course, and the end cannot and
Wayne Merritt, assistant
Auditorium Oct. 24 — 27.
be far. For God's sake, look
prof
esso
r of theater, is set and
Robert Falcon Scott and four afte
r our people."
lighting designer.
other Englishmen reached the
The UMaine production is
Performances are Oct. 24,
South Pole in January 1912,
set in Antarctica and England
25,26 at8 p.m.and Oct.25 and
only to find that a Norwegian
as Scott relives the expedition,
27 at 2 p.m. Theatre In Educaparty led by Roald Amundsen
including the conversations he
tion workshops and a Friday
had beaten them to it and left a
had with his wife who disa
p- matinee for high school stunote for ScotA,one month before.
proved of the expedition and
dents are offered by the De-You can just imagine the
with rival Amundsen with
partment of TheatrtiDance.
tremendous, having trekked
whom he had a "gentlem
an's
almost 1,800 rnilea to find that
For more information and
agreement" that Amundsen'
s tickets call the Maine Center
they weren't the first. In great
expedition would head nort
h for the Arts Box Office, 581bitterness, they started back and
Scott's would go south.
1755 from 9 a.m. — 4 p.m.
and before it was over, all five
The cast ofseven graduate
s
had perished," said director and
The 1991-92 season is preundergraduate students
sented with a grant from the
Norman Wilkinson, professor
includes junior Brian Pag
e University of Maine Alumni
of theater at UMaine.
(Scott),graduate student New
- Association and with supp
The play opens and finishes ton
ort
M. Dubs (Amundsen),
with Scotton hislastlegs,kneelfrom Friends of the Theatre,
sophomore Heather Find
lay Patrons of the Arta and
ing to make a final journal enthe
(Kathleen,wife ofScott),juni
or UMaine Cultural Affairs
try and barely able to hold onto
R David Tibbetts (Bow
ers), Committee.
his pencil because his hands
senior Richmond F.
Bro
wn
were frozen.'This is a story of
Upcoming Maine Masque
(Oates), graduate stu
den
t Theatre productions include
courage and endurance,"
Leland Witting (Wilson)
and Nikolai Gogol's"Marriage"
Wilkinson said.
Nov.
junior John Geoffrion(Eva
ns).
21 — 24 and "Fiddler on the
A search party found Scott's
Associate director is stud
ent Roor April 2 — 5.
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Verbatim's top five twenty-five: reading material

Maine Campus editors list their
Melissa Adams
Assistant Editor

Shawn Anderson
Production Manager

favorite cultural selections of all time

•

1. The Judas Goat by Rob1. The Snows ofKilimajaro
ert B. Parker
and Other Stories by Ernes
t
Parker, one of the most
Hemingway.
underrated mystery writers in
I like the way Hemingway
modern times,writes a gem as writes
. His style is concise,yet
Carina Clay
he sends his hero,Spenser,all interesting,
and I thoughtthat
Editor
over Europe to investigate a I shoul
d choose at least one
terrorist bombing.
"classic" work of literature.
1. Jane Eyre by Charlotte
2. Early Autumn by Robert (See choice
s 2- 4.)
Bront
e. A victorian type of
B. Parker
2. Revenge of the Baby-Sat
myste
ry/horror/romance
All of my favorites would be by Bill
Waterson.
novel.
Filled
with intrigue and
Spenser novels,butthat would
I like the way that Waterson insigh
t
into
life
for a woman of
be boring. Fast action, hilari- draws. His
style is concise, yet that era.
ous dialogue and a great nar- interesting,
besides, Calvin is
2. Circle of Friends by
rative make this book as well my hero.
Maeve
Binchy's newest book
as Parker's 20 plus other
3. It by Steven King.
about
life
in Ireland following
Spenser novels, incredible.
Because I couldn'tputitdown. a girl from childh
ood through
3. All the President's Men
4.BeforeandAftermagazine. college. Encha
nting
characby Bob Woodward & Carl
Because it gives me ideas ters and a look
at
life
in
modBernstein
on how to do neat infographics ern Irelan
d.
The ultimate scoop and the with beer mugs.
3. Silent Coup Non-fiction
book that made everyone want
5. The University of Maine novel about
the Watergate
to be a journalist. It's been Parking Regulations.
scanda
l.
Points
to the identity
beaten to death, but it's still
Every once and a while I of Deepthroat.
the most exciting book on the get a good feelin
g. Like every4. To Kill A Mockingbird by
power of the press I can find. thing in the world
is good and Harper Lee. Great story of a
4. Oh, The Places You'll Go! fair and nice. I feel
like I'm southern girl who faces prejuby Dr. Seuss
someone who can make a dif- dice,death and violen
ce while
One ofthe only books I know ference;someone
worthwhile; growing-up. Despite all this
that's pertinent to someone someone respected
and liked she retains her humor and
graduatingfrom kindergarten by other people.
continues to cuss like a pirate.
as well as college.
Sometimes I have these in5. All I Needed To Know I
5. Catcher in the Rye by appropriate thoughts
and I Learned From My Cat by Suzy
J.D. Salinger
find I have to read the Park- Becker. Cartoon book
filled
Because the years between ing Regulations to put mysel
f with recognizable humor for
13 and 18 suck.
back into my place.
every cat lover and hater alike.

Michelle Hikel
Wire Editor

Frank Spurr
Arts Editor

1. The Good Earth by Pearl
S. Buck
This book gives fascinating
insight to early Chinese culture, and a disturbing account
of its demise to imperialism.
2.Beloved by Toni Morrison
Aside from being a ghost
story,this book gives a horrifying, infuriating account of the
plightofAmerican black slaves,
during the early 20th century.
3.The Hound ofBaskervilles
by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
Perhaps there's something
appealing aboutthat phosphorescent, glowing hound from
hell—Cujo,eat your heart out!
4.TheScarlet Pimperrzell by
Baroness Emmunska Orczy
A highly adventurous, romantic tale about the French
Revolution, through the eyes
of the aristocrats.
5.Curtain by Agatha Christie
As Hercule Poirot's last
case, it simply has all the ingredients of a perfect mystery—what more can I say?

1. Les Miserables by Victor
Hugo
This novel contains everything: Love, thievery, adventure and students dying for a
cause. It's also a wonderful
musical.
2. Love in the Time ofCholera by Gabriel Garcia
Marquez.
A man waits a lifetime for
the woman of his dreams.
Wonderfully poetic and imaginative. A must for the hopeless romantic.
3.The Associated PressStylebook and Libel Manual. The
next best thing since Alan left.
4. I Know Why the Caged
Bird Sings by Maya Angelou.
It was required for a class,
but I liked it anyway.
5. The Rise and Fall of the
Third Reich by William Shirer.
One of the best books documenting the most tragic period in history. It details almost every aspect of totalitarianism

Pianist Philip Glass at MCA Nov 1 Hammer's bodyguards
pound party patron

Pianist Philip Glass, described as the nation's most
popular minimalist,performs
at the Maine Center for the
Arts at8 p.m. Friday Nov. 1.
Voted Musical America's
"Musician ofthe Year"in 1985,
Glass has composed operas
such as "Einstein on the
Beach" and "Stayagracha,"
incidental music for the staging of Katka's'Metamorphoses," and poetry-reading accompaniment for Allen
Ginsberg.Criticscall hisstyle
haunting, reflective and seriously fun.
After graduating from the
university of Chicago with a
degree in mathematics and
philosophy, Glass attended
the Juilliard School in New
York. While studying with
Nadia Boulanger in Paris,he
became interested in the music of India. He researched
music in North Africa, India
and the Himalayas and applied Eastern musical techniques to his own work upon
returning to New York.
For more information and
tickets, call the MCA Box
Office, 581-1755, weekdays
Avant garde pianist Philip Glass.
from 9 a.m. —4 p.m.

GULFPORT, Miss.(AP)—
A rhyming lawsuit has been
filed against Hammer by a
man who claims the rapper's
bodyguards beat him after a
concert.
Steven McKinney claims
his jaw was broken by two
bodyguards in a hotel parking
lot after a Nov. 16.concert in
Biloxi.
The lawsuit, filed by lawyer
Lisa Collums, with rhyme by
colleague Jim Rose,said in part:
For M.C.'s guards were
strutting their might,
"Underthe guise ofpreventing a fight.
But there was no fight and
no Hammer to protect,
When all of a sudden your
plaintiff hit the deck."
Stephen Carmody,attorney

for Hammer,said Wednesday
he thought the rhyming was
ploy to attract attention.
Collumns said McKinney
was at a hotel with friends for
a post-concert party when he
heard a gunshot. Soon after,
"Hammer's bodyguards came
up and decked him,"she said.
Carmody said McKinney
shot at the bodyguards.
The lawsuit was the second
recently filed against Hammer or his entourage. Another
man claims he was beaten by
security guards last October
after a concert in Syracuse,
N.Y.
The tour by Hammer last
year was entitled, "Please
Hammer Don't Hurt 'Em."
Since then, he has dropped
the initials M.C.

UMaine student to give
classical guitar recital
Benjamin Moore of Stove,
Vt., a senior at the University
of Maine, will give a student
recital on the Classical guitar
on Saturday, Nov. 2.
The program,free and open

to the public, begins at 8 p.m.
in 120 Lord Hall at UMaine.A
candidate for a bachelor's degree in musiceducation,Moore
is the son of Frederick E. and
Eleanor Moore of Stowe.
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Taylor tells young actors how to get ahead
By Amy Reynolds
For College Press Service
(CPS) — Anthony Bouvier is as
Southern-sounding astheycomeon television, his quick drawl perfectly punctuated with a definite twang.
Authentic? You bet. Designing
Women's Meshach Taylor sounds as
Southern sitting in an easy chair, talking off-screen, as he does chatting with
four beautiful belles on the air.
As a native of the South - New Orleans - Taylor knows what it's like to go
through life with a distinctive vocal
characteristic.Although thatdidn'tstall
his career,early on it looked as ifsomething else might.
Theson oftwo professors, his mother
in business and his father in sociology,
Taylor valued education.Hegrew up on
the campus ofDillard University where
his parents taught.
After his family moved from New

Orleans to Indianapolis, Taylor attended high school at an all-black school
- nothing new for the early 1960s.
But,"I was getting involved in some
Quaker camps during the summer,"
Taylor says.'Through that I decided I
wanted a different experience in college. I thought that it would be good to
go to a desegregated school."
So in 1964, Taylor enrolled at
Wilmington college,a quaker-affiliated
school with less than 1,000 students.
With plans to pursue a career in
acting, he switched his original major
from pre-law tospeech and drama.What
he soon discovered in the school theater
was that'I couldn't get anyone to work
with me."
He also couldn't get parts in plays.
"I was 17," he says."It was a little too
much for me."
-We did Shakespeare, the classics,"
he says.'They wouldn't let a black do a
role because they said it didn't fit. Yet
they let people with Southern accents
read these English accent parts. They

didn't discriminate against Southerners;they shouldn'tdiscriminate against
blacks. ... That's not necessary in an
educational setting."
The only acting student who would
read with Taylor was a student named
Gary Sandy who later went on to his
own television fame as the program
director Andy in the sitcom "WIMP in
Cincinnati." The two are still close
friends. "It's ironic that we're the two
students at the school who made it,"
Taylor says with a smile.
Because of his frustration, Taylor
transferred to Florida A&M in
Tallahasse after his freshman year. He
graduated in 1969.
After working for a radio station in
Indianapolis as a reporter immediately
after graduation, Taylor went on to
perform in several touring theater productions and earned small roles on
some television shows -"M.A.S.H."'The
White Shadow"and "Barney Miller"to
name a few.
His movie career that followed in-

cluded roles in "I)amien - Omen II,"
"Mannequin" and the sequel 'Mannequin II ... On The Move," in which he
played a flamboyant and outrageous
window dresser.
He is known best, however, for his
current role in "Designing Women."
Because ofhisown difficulties breaking into the business as a minority,
Taylor offers advice to other minority
students studying acting.
"This is a very difficult business for
anyone to break into, but things are
starting to change now(for minorities),"
he says.1 think our salvation will be as
producers of our own work."
Heencouragesstudentsto learn more
aboutthe production end ofthe business
and to'learn more than you're familiar
with," in terms of character base.
Rather than focusing on perfecting
the characters that fit the black, Hispanic or Asian stereotypes, Taylor advised that minorities "should be able to
perform as many characters as their
white counterparts."

Mi
nnesota Opera presents Mozart's Magic Flute
Verbatim
Decade
Data
Oct. 26. to Nov.8
October 30,1944- Appalachian Spring, a ballet
celebrating the pioneer
spirit,debuts in New York.
It was choreographed by
Martha Graham with music by Aaron Copeland.
October 31,1953 - New
York City homes equipped
with experimental televisions, were treated to a
color broadcast of Bizet's
opera Carmen on NBC.
The FCC would later allow
color television broadcasts.
October 26,1964- The
Rolling Stones appear on
The Ed Sullivan Show,
playing tunes from their
latest album,'12 X 5.
November 5,1979- Al
Capp, cartoonist and creator ofthe L'il Abner comic
strip, dies at the age of 70.

•

October 31, 1983 Newscaster Christine
Craft loses a $500,000sexdiscrimination award
when a federal judge in
Kansas City overturns the
original decision. The
judge ruled that Craft's
employer, KMBC-TV,was
justified in firing her because of her dress and because the station thought
she lacked "warmth and
comfort."

The Minnesota Opera performs Mozart's
Magic Flute
at MCA,Sunday, October 27.

The Minnesota Opera's
first major national tour features Mozart's 'The Magic
Flute" at 7 p.m. Sunday, October 27 at the Maine Center
for the Arts.
The Minnesota Opera has
an international reputation for
making opera come alive for
contemporary audiences.Over
the past 28 seasons, the company has presented vibrant
productions of both new and
traditional works.
'The Magic Flute," Mozart's
final opera,ifoften termed his
most brilliant creation. The
musical fantasy portrays the
universal struggle ofDarkness
and Light through the jour-

ney ofthe hero Prince Tamino
and his beloved Pamina.Their
travels are dangerous, mysterious and magical as they
progress from illusion to
truth and reality. Performed
in English, the opera is accompanied by a 23-member
orchestra.
Joseph Illick, an accomplished composer and concert pianist, is the opera's
conductor and music director. Artistic director of Opera nova, the new resident
company of Greater Miami
Opera, Illick has conducted
productions for Eugene Opera, Vienna Chamber Opera
and Aachen Opera.

Van Sant approaches work with gritty smile
By Dolores Barclay
AP Arts Editor
Gus Van Santseesthe world
through a barbed-wire lens. It's
notso much that his characters
engage in kinky behavior or
are entirely warped themselves, its just that they go
through life crawling along the
underbelly of society.
In"My Own Private Idaho,"
his lost youths work as male
prostitutesjustto get by.Theirs
is a subculture,peopled by hustlers, bum,thieves and liars.
Van Sant approaches it all
with a gritty smile.The depressing realities he films become
less so with the wicked humor
he injects. Still, you come away
from itfeeling unclean;you don't
like the characters who roam
"My Own Private Idaho," and
herein lies the problem.
The movie is beautifully

filmed with Eric Alan Edwards Scott seeks
only a way to rid mg with Shake
speare is more
and John Campbell as direc- himself of
Mike and the way of than evident
in Scott, in the
tors of photography, and life he
represents. He ulti- Falstaff-like
Bob.
Curtiss Clayton's editing is ex- mately plans
to return to his
Van Sant("Drugstore Cowemplary. But the story is a birthright
and betray his boy") is espec
ially effective in
tough one to take and its is friends —
especially his father the sex scenes
and in one viexemplary. But the story is a figure, the
fat sloppy robber- gnette in which
the cover boys
tough one to take and its uni- bum Bob
Pingeon (William on sex magaz
ines come to life
versality questionable and in Richert).
and begin chatting with one
the end, we simply do not care.
Mike and Scott wander anoth
er.
There's limp performance through
a variety of sex exOne sexual romp has Mike
from Keanu Reeves whoseScott chang
es — with men, with dress
ed up as a little Dutch Boy
Favor tends to speak in women,
with groups — before cleanser
maid in uniform and
Shakespearean soliloquies. following
a lead about Mike's cap
scrubbing away as his efScott works the street even mothe
r to Italy. It is there that fete
John dances in ecstaticjoy.
though hisfather isthe Wealthy Scott
finds that his passport to In
others, Van Sant freezes his
mayor of Portland, Ore. River freed
om in the person of the actor
s in intimate positions,
Phoenix is a brooding Mike lovel
y Carmella (Chiara cutti
ng from frame to frame for
Waters,Scott's best friend who Casell
i), whom he brings to the the
sexual action to unfold. It
sells his body and suffers from Unite
d States to marry.
becomes more antiseptic than
narcoleptic fits when he's unIn the end,Mike doesn'tfmd
otherworldly, more ho-hum
der stress. Phoenix is a little his
mother, instead, he finds
than a cheap thrill.
easier to take than Reeves,and himse
lf back on an Idaho road
Van Sant directed"My Own
gives a more compelling per- he
knows to well.
Private Idaho" from his own
formance.
"My Own Private Idaho" is
screenplay, and served as exMike wanders the North- plum
with imagery such as the
ecutive producer. Laurie
west searching for a home,for ever
-recurring salmon leaping
Parker served as producer for
family, for a mother, for love.
upstream. And Van Sant's thythe R-rated movie.
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Wax facts
The Fatima Mansions
Viva Dead Ponies
Traditional rock is slapped in
the
face by The Fatima Mansions on
their
new release, Viva Dead Ponies.
Not since the Sex Pistols burned
the
norms of music has a band been able
to
take up the slack as The Fatima Mansions have. "I'm not stupid, just mad,
"
says lead singer Cathal Coughlan
on
their song, Only Losers Take The Bus.
In a unique blend of pop synthesizer
interrupted by trash rhythm,
The
Fatima Mansions take Barry Manilow
to meet Metallica on a magical mystery
tour in the song, Angel's Delight.
Written about an eviction officer in
England, The Door-To-Door Inspector,
echoes ofthe type ofcries issued by The
Fatima Mansions in mostoftheir songs.
"Hell drop you where you stand,lift the
roof with his bare hands, hand you

from page V2
down hisjust demands as you
huddle in
your tiny corner," Caughlan
says.
Broken Radio #1" is a mesh of
pop
fluff and thrash grit bonded to
form a
song stranger than Mr. Rogers
in neon
spandex. Broken Radio #1 is abou
ta
person's broken conventions and
ideals
in the suburban dream.
Suburbia is again the target of The
Fatima Mansions in the song Only
Losers
Take7'heBus.Theycreatea bus where
the
brain-washed populus ride to the beat
of
a top-40chariotdriver."Up there
ahead is
a backstreet where we dump the
dead,
maybe you could get out there, stret
ch
those legs and get some air?"
WithViva Dead Ponies, The Fatima
Mansions criticize the mainstream and
the state of the poor and oppressed.
They are a band to count on when
others sell out to top- 40 wealth and
audiences.

Snapshots' TV program focuses on UMaine
Two other producers have worked
on segmentsfor the show,Kim Mitchell
and Hub Burton ofPublic Affairs. Two
students,Jennifer Ladd of Brownfield
and
Heather Finnemore of
Skowhegan,are production assistants.
The October issue has four major
features, all shot on location around
the state. The features focus on
UMaine programsthat affect the statewide community.
One feature deals with the children
of migrant harvesters, specifically

those who come to Maine to pick blueberries. A special school pat has been
set up for these children, and UMaine
has been working to help this school.
Another story is about the problem of child care for school age children, and what the UMaine Co-Operative extension has been doing to
encourage child care programs
around the state.
The majority of blueberries in the
world are grown in Maine,and UMaine
has a large part in research for the

Misery Loves Comedy
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blueberry industry. This will be one
more feature in the premiere issue.
Another segment deals with the leaf
recycling program in the Waterville/
Winslow area. Leaves are 15% of the
waste in landfills there, and the
UMaine leaf recycling program has
saved those towns a great deal of
money.
All the segments are shot on location - no set up shots in a studio. This
was done to create a show that would
be more interesting to watch.

-The show was shot all over the
state," said Parks. She emphasized
that this was a show of interest to the
whole state, notjust the UMaine community, but said that she hopes
UMaine students and faculty will also
tune in to the show.
"'Snapshots' will let students know
more about their University," said
Parks. "I'm sure not everyone knew
about the projects around the state.
Students should get to know how dirse the University of Maine is."

National Ga
Gall
l ery of
offering free concerts

WASHINGTON, D.C. (AP) — the second conce
rt on Oct. 13, the day
Works by Beethoven, Sibelius and after the open
ing at "Circa 1492: Art
Grieg sound the opening notes in in the Age of
Exploration," with its
the program of free concerts at the focus on the perio
d of Columbus.
National Gallery of Art this coming
The opening ofthe"AlbertBierstadt:
season.
Art & Enterprise" show will harmoDuring the season many of the con- nize with the Nov.
3 concert of works
certs are to echo themes ofthe gallery's by American
composer Edward
exhibitions with related or comple- MacDowell and
German composers
mentary music.
contemporary with Bierstadt.
For example, 15th-and 16th-cenThe first concert takes place in Oct.
tury Spanish music will be played at 6, and the seas
on of concerts.

Women printmakers exhibit at
Washington DC museum
WASHINGTON, D.C. (AP) — A
lively range of prints from gaudy to
monotone,from 'primitive" to sophisticated,spark an exhibition starting a
long tour at the National Museum of
Women in the Arts.
Artists such as Jennifer Bartlett,
Squeak
Carnwath,
Helen
Frankenthaler and Elizabeth Murray
are represented in 'Presswork: The
Art of Women Printmakers," on view
here through Dec. 1.
A colorfully simple monoprint,
"The Dance of Life," by Hollis Sigler
is presented in its own painted frame.
In contrast, there is one of Barbara
Kruger's punchy lithographed mes-

sages, "Savoir c-est pouvoir," blazoned in red across a black-and-white
photo.
Judy Pfaffs wood relief print'Las
Margaritas" mixesjaunty suggestions
ofdaisies with brightjigsaw and crossword -puzzle shapes. Other works include a variety of etching, aquatints,
woodcuts,
screenprints
and
monotypes, with embellishments of
silk, gold leaf and hand coloring.
The prints, a collection of about 60,
are on loan from the Lang Communications Corporate Collection.
After its showing in Washington,
the exhibitions will be shown in Minneapolis, Madison,Wisc.,and Atlanta.
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Carnegie Hall

from page V1

often meeting with reporters.
are works from renowned artists such
Swift is also on a committee with as Picasso, Matisse, Wharhol,
and
UMMA director Charles Shepard III Homer that are kept in a vault
or
and Assistant to the Director Lisa travel to shows. There is a collecti
on
Parks, that determines which works that circulates around the Univers
ity,
will show at Carnegie. Many artists placed in offices and buildings.
There
are out of state, although the latest is also a series ofsmall gallerie
s in the
exhibit featured M. Ekola Gerberick, Memorial Union: Hauck Auditor
ium,
a Maine artist. The next exhibit will Hole in the Wall,and showcases
along
be a faculty exhibit in mid-November. the second floor hallway. Some are
in
UMMA's large art collection is di- the process of being repaired.
vided and used in several ways.There
Arguably, one of the most exciting

Autism

I

from page V3

ments, facial expressions, and laughter. There is no "wrong," only encouragement and praise. While this might
"spoil" another child, it is the only way
to help autistic children "come out of
their shells."
After the first 40 hours oftreatment,
Trevor finally began to speak more
clearly. Hiseye contact,which in autists
is usually nonexistent or very rare, increased 80 percent. The therapy involves deliberate interaction with the
child. Not forcing anything or refusing,
but just being there. When the child
wants to play with something, the person working with the child will act out
for the child in a "crazy, zany way,"
making up stories and encouraging the
child to do or say anything.
In the Bell's house, a special playroom was set aside for Trevor.For eight
hours a day,this room is his world. It is
filled with all kindsoftoys,all on shelves
out of his reach. This forces Trevor to
interact with his companion to play.
Interaction is the key, especially with
his parents.
'The toys are vehicles for parents to
use to get conversation from a child,"
say Mrs. Bell. *By being in the controlled environment with him,I become
familiar and predictable. He can feel
safe with me."
Mrs. Bell's descriptions of playing
with her child are laced with words like
"outrageous","zany"and"dynamic."The

outpouring ofemotional behavior helps
to show the child how to act.
The Bells were not always able to
spend eight hours a day with Trevor.
Joan called the University ofMaine to try
to find some outgoing, energetic volunteers to work with Trevor.She eventually
was connected to Dr. Elaine Gershman,
in the department of psychology.
"She was very helpful," said Mrs.
Bell. 'She was very open-minded and
sentseveralstudent volunteers tospend
time with Trevor. Those students are
getting practicum credit."
The Bells also have a volunteer from
the Conley Speech and Hearing Center,
where Trevor used to go for his weekly
speech therapy.
Bell also called Maine Masque, the
on-campus theatre organization. The
need for outgoing, creative and expressive people made looking for actors the
logical alternative. The Masque presented its members with Trevor's story,
and Masque President Frank Applebee
expects a number of volunteers.
Mrs. Bell says that she can still use
volunteers. Anyone interested in doing
some volunteer work is encouraged to
call Joan Bell at 942-2270. The Bells
live in Bangor.
"Dealing with Trevor's autism hasn't
always been easy." said Mrs. Bell. *In
fact, in the beginning it was very difficult tocope with.Butnow we see Trevor
as an opportunity, not a problem."

Russo may lose SeaPac

t-

OLDORCHARD BEACH,ME(AP)—
A concert promoter indicated he would
sue the town if his contract to run the
Seashore Performing ArtsCentre wasn't
renewed,buttown officialssaid Wednesday they were through negotiating.
"They didn'tsign yesterday,and that
was the final step,"Town Councilor F.
William Schlatterersaid.'There's nothing more that they can do and it's all in
our hands now."
The town took control ofthe stadium
when Frank J. Russo failed to make a
payment on the $2.2 million stadium
and didn't show up at a meeting Tuesday to discuss the agreement.
Town Manager James Bennett said
the town planned to keep Russo's
$300,000 security deposit.
Russo said he refused to abide by
terms of an agreement with the town
because of anew noise ordinance that
would make it difficult for him to hold
concerts at SeaPAC. Russo has operated the former baseball stadium with

prospects about UMMA at Carnegie is
the brainchild ofCharles Shepard;the
Satellite Galleries which were in Bath,
Freeport, Houlton, and Bangor last
summer. Shepard ran gallery shows
for two or three months in "unused
places," in local communities. His philosophy is that this type of'gallery on
wheels," brings the art to the people
where it belongs. He believes art is for
everyone, not just the elite.
Carnegie Hall is a unique blend of

The 'revolutionary Canadian
Brass to perform at UMaine
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The Canadian Brass will play November 10 at MCA.
The Canadian Brass, a group
which revolutionized brass music
and established the brass quintet as
a vital force in the music world performs at the Maine Center for the
Arts at 7 p.m. Sunday, Nov. 10.
The quintet's performances, with
selections ranging from Bach and
Mozart to Gershwin and Dixieland,
combine virtuosity,spontaneity and
humor. "They inspire equal measures of laughter and admiration,"
says The Washington Post.
The first chamber ensemble to
tour the People's Republic of China,
the Canadian Brass has performed
in North America, Europe, Japan,
Australia, the Middle East, and the
Soviet Union. As featured guest artlets, they have appeared with lead-

Dale A. Blow since 1989.
"I'm terribly disappointed for thesake
ofthe taxpayers,"Russo said."They are
the innocent ones who are going to have
to deal with the reality of what probably
will be litigation."
The agreement required the businessmen to pay the annual $210,000
mortgage, $78,000 in taxes and gave
them the option to buy the stadium by
the end of the year. That deadline was
moved to Oct. 15 when Russo didn't
The University of Maine Chamber
make a $50,000 payment by Oct. 1.
Orchest
ra and Percussion Ensemble
Town officials claim Russo and Blow
perform
in a concert at the Maine
broke the agreement by notshowing up
Center
for
the Arts at 8 p.m. Thursat an attorney's office Tuesday.
day,
Nov.
7.
Schlatterer said town officials aren't
The concert includes a premier perworried about losing Russo's payments
because the security deposit would covera formance of"The Strength ofthe Axe,"
year's worth of taxes and mortgage pay- composed by Stuart Marrs, UM assisments. The town could sell the arena or tant professor of music,and conductor
keep itasa performing artscenter,hesaid. and founder of the UM Percussion
Russo complained the town's adop- Ensemble. The work focuses on the
tion of a 62-decibel noise limit made it "unique relationship that develops
between a performer and a musical
impossible for him to stage concerts.
instrument," Marrs said.

,
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students in the process of becoming,as
well as concrete evidence of where their
hard work leads.Too often the building
is dismissed as "the arts place," or—
worse—its dismissed entirely.
"No one knows about us,
'
agonizes
Swift. 'People think Hudson is the
only museum on campus. There are
two,and both are valuable resources."
She encourages people to stop in on
rainy days or between classes.
Even if it's just to rest on the steps.

ing U.S. orchestras and at summer
music festivals such as Tanglewood,
Mostly Mozart and Wolf Trap.
Among the group's 30 recordings
are the albums'Brass Spectacular"
with selections from Renaissance
composers,'Basin Street,"which features Dixieland pieces, and 'Art of
the Fugue," which marks the first
complete recordings of Bach's monumental work by a brass quintet.
Featured in a one-hour PBS apecial,*The Canadian Brass Live,"the
quintet has made numerous national
television appearances.
The concert is presented with funding provided through the Canadian
American Center.Forinformation and
tickets, call the MCA box office, 5811755, weekdays from 9 a.m. —4 p.m.

UMaine Percussion Ensemble

to premier new work at MCA

•

The UM Chamber Orchestra will
perform L. Mozart's "Symphony of
Toys,"E.Grieg'a"Holberg Suite," W.A.
Mozart's"Haffner Symphony #35 in I)
Major,K.385,"and F.Schubert's"The
Unfinished Symphony." Anatole
Wieck, the orchestra's director and
UM associate professor of music, conducts the program, along with graduate student Drald Rolle.
The concert if free and open to
the public. For more information,
call the UM Music Department at
581-1240.
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ResponsePage
•Coming Out Day

Celebration benefited many
To the editor:
We have some suggestions for
John F. Barry III, Boyd Kronholm,
and Tom Collins, who are upset
because Wilde-Stein has access to
the Comprehensive Fee Fund,as do
other student groups like fraternities,the Campus Crusade for Christ,
and the Peace Club.
Keeping in mind that each student contributes $138 to the Comprehensive Fee Fund each year,and
there are 35 members(and rising)in
Wilde-Stein this year. that means
Wilde-Stein alone contributed
$4,830 to the Comprehensive Fee
Fund.
The fund contributed only a
small part of Kate Clinton's fee,
which I can assure you was way
under $4,830. The other activities
for the week either didn't cost anything or were paid for by WildeStein and the Committee for Lesbi-

an, Bisexual and Gay Concerns.
That means Wilde-Stein still has
plenty of the contribution fund left
to use for future programming.
Avoiding the money issue, we're
sorry if you think Kate Clinton appeals to only "some circles" or a
"small percentage" of the population. We happen to think 1,200 is a
significant number of people.
We would also add that there
were a lot ofheterosexuals(straight,
non-gay, whatever) at Kate
Clinton's performance, and they
even enjoyed it!!
If you thought only dykes and
faggots would enjoy humor from
lesbian culture, do you also believe
that only African-Americans like
Spike Lee,Whoopie Goldberg. Bill
Cosby,Bell Hooksor Angela Davis?
Do you not seek information
and knowledge from other cultures
simply because it is not your own?
If you are worried that some

queers got to use a huge amount of
the money you work to hard for to
pay your comprehensive fee,look at
it like this:
We work hard to pay our comprehensive fees, as well. Considering our numbers and the total we
contributed to the fee,just think of it
as us getting what we paid for, and
your money still in a vault somewhere.
That way, when whatever group
you belong to plans events, you can
apply for some comprehensive fee
funding or pay for it yourself, like
we did; and we can assume that no
homophobic money was used to
bring Kate Clinton here, which
makes us very happy. And let everybody stop assuming that only gay
people are interested in gay issues or
benefited by gay culture.
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To the editor:

their approval on our hands and
knees.
lam writing to share the disgust
The bottom line: the student
with our student government, government gets to continue to
which is so great that I must let it carry out its abusive, useless sort
out.
of politics while all club members
I spent two and one-half hours and fellow students who benefit
in a meeting Tuesday night, as a from or enjoy club functions are
representative ofone of many clubs being left impoverished and impoon campus, waiting to have our tent.
budget approved.
Hey,this is our money that they
Much time and energy had al- are withholding from us; it's your
ready been devoted to filling out and activity fee and mine that are
appropriate paperwork, talking to being held hostage. Drop your egos
E.B.C.about our club and its goals, and play by your own rules. Please
jumping through all the necessary give us our money so we too can
hoops.
accomplish something.Stop abusDid any club get money? NO. ing your fellow students and furThe whole issue was tabled be- ther bureaucratizing this campus.
cause several egotistical senators
wanted to personally be lobbied
Ros Cook
by all clubs and have us beg for
Orono

•Maine Campus
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Natasha Woodland
('o-Chair of Wilde-Stein

•General Student Senate

Stop abusing students
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•Computer dusters

•Remembrance

UMaine has lost a Public
computers
great role-model
for work,
not play
To the editor:

venation with him at lunch.
Somehow, Howard SchonTo the people of Maine, your berger made the highest, remotuniversity has suffered a grievous est, sunlit range of mountains a
and serious loss,Professor ofHis- goal worth trying to get for us,
tory Howard Schonberger.He was walkers in the foothills.
51 years old.
The well-being of us all and
Howard Schonberger was the each ofus is what Howard Schonpre-eminent ethical role model berger knew was the only basis
for your children. His actions for his own well being. He truly
spoke of ideals which become lived for that. Let's use this gift
concrete and pragmatic realities from him in our living.
from knowing him. The ideals
were there in his lectures and asJohn Lyman
signments, in his books, in all of
Professor of Mechanical
his work and also in casual conEngineering

•Administration

lo the editor:

Alright, I am sick and tired of
going into Neville Hall to do my
COS 215 homework and having to
compete for a computer with these
dungeon-master-terminal-huggers
who are sitting there trying to kill
time before the next Star Trek convention.
As do many people on this campus, I depend greatly on the Computer center to do the majority of
my work. With 12,000 people on
this campus, the variety of computer courses available, and the
limited number ofcomputers available,there should be a rule limiting
ing displacement of tenure-track po- the use of these computers for
sitions by such alternative concoc- course work only.
tions as part-time slots, adjunct proWait a minute!! There is such a
fessorships, and limited contracts is rule. Computer terminals should
producing a two-tier faculty struc- only be used by those students
ture that threatens the development doing course work between 8 a.m.
of the next generation of scholars." and 7 p.m. I even found
myself
Not surprisingly, teachers at the spending late nights there "chatbottom of the two-tier structure feel ting with people" when I
was a
demeaned, depressed and demoral- misguided freshman. It happens
to
ized, as noted in the Chronicle article a lot of people. I have no problem
quoted above.
with that, but before 7 p.m., please
As a result, undergraduate educa- allow the students who have real
tion is in a sad state — it's a wonderthe work to do the space to do it.
students don't revolt.

Fix errors Hiring system hurting education
To the editor:
To the editor:
It greatly distresses me to see
the English language continuously misused on the Maine Campus
Editorial page. This section
should be held to the highest editorial standards, but is regularly
replete with gross grammatical
mistakes. Why? Am I simply
being picky, or is it too much to
ask for subject-verb agreement
from journalism majors?
Kate McCartney
Estabrooke Hall

Please, please, tell me there is a
misquote in the 10/18 Maine Campus.Surely a UM administrator didn't
really say,"Ifwe gave up the$30,000
for a tenure track professor in languages, for example, that would be
$30,000 we would never see again."
What a blow to a teacher and
student morale! If UM dislikes tenure track positions because they
"drain money away" from "costsharing for grants,"perhaps it's time
to simply send all undergraduates
and their teachers home.
Administrators and others
whose lives revolve around grants

can stay on campus,import graduate students from foreign countries
(as is already being done to a great
extent in some departments), and
shuffle grant proposals and paychecks amongst themselves.
Administrators think they are
"solving" the budget problem by
hiring part-time,fixed-length teachers, often paid per section with no
insurance or retirements.
This devious tactic is being used
elsewhere in the U.S. so why not in
Maine, right?
The whole issue of tenure track
vs. fixed length contracts was addressed three years ago in the Chronicle ofHigherEducation:
grow-

F. C. Stearns
Milford

Wayde C. Marshall
Orono
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EntertainmentPages

Your Daily
Horoscope
By Carl Paul
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Calvin and Hobbes
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by Bill Watterson
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For Friday October 25
IFTODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:You
take a serious approach to everything you do,
whether it's work, play, friendship, or love!
You're notthe slightest bit interested in superficial activities or casual involvements. This
all-or-nothing approach can take a toll on
your emotional well-being,however.Finding
constructive ways to reduce your tension is
the key to maintaining health and vitality
throughout your life!
ARIES(March 20—April 19): A problem
with coordinating your efforts with associates
can make work more difficult that it has to be.
Meeting a deadline is a source of concern.
TAURUS (April XI — May 20): Office
gossip is unreliable, though interesting. Make
mental notes of who said what, it will give you
a better insight into the political climate at work.
GEMINI(May 21 — June 30) : Subtle
signals tell you to move quickly to implement
your career plans. A raise or promotion is a
possibility for Gerninis who take on added
responsibility voluntarily!

10.25
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Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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CANCER(June 21—July 22):Someone
you love is struggling with a problem which
is beyond their ability to solve alone, and
they're too proud to ask for help. Do what you
can, without waiting to be asked.
LEO (July 23 — Aug. 22) : Once you
accept the risk of failure, the mountain you
have to climb to reach your goals won't look
u)imposing. Don't let fear offailure keep you
from succeeding!

rVio
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VIRGO(Aug.23— Sept. 22): Your need
to enjoy this day comes into direct conflict with
the plans of another. Don't become upset,
simply refuse to be controlled or manipulated.

Ik

Mother Goose & Grimm
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by Mike Peters
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LIBRA (Sept. 23 — Oct. 23): Self discipline requires a conscious effort on thejob this
morning. Slacking off will not go unnoticed
by the powers that be, not to mention irritated
associates. At least try to look busy.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 — Nov. 21) : A
difficult day to get anything done, despite
your best intentions. Distractions and temptations come in all shapes and sizes, mostly in
the form of talkative co-workers.

-= fig.&

SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22— Dec. 21) •
Getting off to a fast start definitely works in
your favor. A lower energy level in the p.m.
councils pacing yourself with care.
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by Jeff MacNelly
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CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 — Jan. 19) :
Finish projects you started earlier in the week,
even if you have to skip lunch or work a little
late. You'll thank yourself Monday morning.
AQUARIUS(Jan.20 — Feb. 18): A quiet
evening at home is recommended now. Just
because it's Friday night does not mean you're
obligated to paint the town! Don't burn the
candle at both ends.
PISCES(Feb. 19 — March 19): Dwelling
on a problem to the exclusion of all else won't
solve anything. Ease up on yourself,time will
provide the solution.

VI
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Carl Paul

For Saturday October 26

•

EntertainmentPages
Calvin and

Hobbes

Watterson
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CALNIN. BEING 'CUR DAD IS
NOT AtA ELECTED POSITION
I DONT HAVE 10 WSPOND
10

IFTODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:You
enjoy maintaining an aura of mystery around
your true thoughts and feelings,even to those
closest to you. You have a powerful constitution, but a tendency to push yourself beyond
all physical and mental limitations can open
the door to health problems. With the suffi cient rest and a proper diet however, there is
very little you can't accomplish!
ARIES(March 20— April 19): Yesterday's anxieties melt away. Let someone else
take the lead and assume the heavy responsibility. Use this time to collect your thoughts.

by

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

TAURUS(April 20— May 20): Resist
the urge to give advice to a crisis-prone friend.
He or she would rather hear a comfortable lie
than deal with the truth. You can't help someone who isn't willing to help themselves.
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GEMINI(May 21 — June 30): Education becomes a central concern in your chart
New skills are in demand: put yourself in the
path of favorable change and let go of out
moded concepts.

VERY
GOCIP

CANCER (June 21 — July 22): Follow
your heart when weighing conflicting advice
from people you trust. What worked for others in the past may not be useful for you now.
LEO (July 23 — Aug. 22): A cycle of
personal growth and maturing ideas gets un
derway today, lasting through the first month
of 1992. Goals you once thought hopelessly
out ofreach can be realized during this period!
VIRGO(Aug.23— Sept.22): Travel on
the spur of the moment is not advised today.
Postpone trips until more formal arrangements can be made.

New York Times Daily Crossword
ACROSS
I Possibly

28 Banishes or
behaves
30 Waves• gP

Laze under rays
32 B 80 stop
10 Player like
33 Area having
Michael Jordan
over 17 million
14 Reverie
square miles
is Fencer s blade
34 Narrow
Edible
openings
submarine
36 One of the

is

17 Line of cliffs

Pillars of
Hercules
43 An anagram for
nails

is 'Picnic
playwright

LIBRA (Sept.23 —Oct.23):Explore the
unknown! Your curious,open mind will draw
you to new and unusual experiences today.
There is an important distinction between
knowledge and experience.

13 Freshly
20 Coronation seat 44 Vow, pledge
45 Nigerian native
..ciftish
of S,
kings
44 TV s 'Major
23 Gorilla
49 Calif city near
26 Gift
Stockton
(bestowed by
57 Across)

SCORPIO(Oct 23 — Nov. 21): A spirit
of trust is the key to true friendship. Give a
companion the benefit of the doubt their actions are not meant to interfere with your plans.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 — Dec. 21) :
Career planning should not be done in a vacuum.
Consult those directly effected by your decisions,
and follow this up by seeking expert advice. All
before coming to any final conclusions.
CAPRICORN(Dec. 22 —Jan. l9): You
may have trouble recalling an incident from
long ago when the subjectsuddenly arises. You
will remember, in the middle of the night!
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 — Feb. 18) : By
now you've probably forgotten a favor you
once did for a friend, but he hasn't! Accept the
generous act of a friend in the spirit in which
it is offered.
PISCES (Feb. 19 — March 19) : An old
source ofresentment you thought over and done
with rears it's ugly head once more. Reacting
emotionally will put you at odds with a family
member. Let them say what they have to say.

27 World Series of
Golf site

sz Amalgamate
34 Drench
ss CBS is one
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57 Tourist
attraction in
County Cork
60 Mother of
Apollo
61 Costa
62 Afghans
neighbor
66 Dog days in
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67 Dipterous
insect
ix(' Skinflint
69 Jumble
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71 Unaccented
vowel

DOWN
IAMA
members
2 Type of light
3 Assent
4 Pubs
S "Caveat
6 Entities
7 Breathing
disorder
Edible root
growing in Utah
•Indian narcotic
10 Hut

43
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S2
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23 Jewish month

41 Holder of an
LL B deg
42 Letters before
sigmas

25 Typical De Mille
film

S6
59

es

24 Mexican moola

Si

se

zt

21) Dumbarton

45 Symbol

31 Title for
Guinness

46 Strike out
47 Harangues

34 Transgress

49 Alter

35 Wild plum

SO Bear in Juarez

Si Informal
garments
53 Overall total
SS Levant or Wilde
so Therefore
53 Author Knight
63 Wood for skis
$4 Unused
Is One of the
Gershwins

37 Of yore
38 Air-traffic org

as Causing vertigu Get answers to any three clues
by touch-tone phone: 1-900-42040 Soviet news
5656(750 each minute).
service

Also in the story, it was written that
Professor Richard Blanke remarked to
the Bangor Daily News that Profes.sor
In the obituary of Professor Howard Schonberger was"a self-described MarxSchonberger in Wednesday's edition of ist-Leninist communist."
The Maine Campus, his widow, Ann
Schonberger later sued the Bangor
Koch Schonberger,was incorrectly iden- Daily News for libel over the story. Blanke
tified as an assistant professor of devel- maintained that he never said the remark
opmental studies.She is a full professor. and testified in the ensuing proceedings

Corrections
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as such.
A jury ruled in favor of Schonberger because the reporter lacked
the documentation that Blanke said
the remark.
The story should have said that the
Bangor Daily News quoted Blanke as
allegedly saying the remark, not that
Blanke had said the remark.
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Something real is happening on campus...

Halloween Party
Concert, Dance Bash!!
Stay on campus for Halloween weekend.

Friday, November 1st
Wells Commons 8 pm - 1 am
Featuring: Ghost Dance of Sioux Falls
Previously opened for Squeeze,
Edie Brickell & New Bohemians, and The Alarm

FULL BAR
with ID

$2 admission or

FREE wi•th costume

All students welcome
Come one, come all, regardless of age.
Sponsored by your Student Government

11

Co-sponsored by:

OCB
Comprehensive Fee
Student Entertainment & Activities Board

The Maine Campus, Friday,

October 25, 1991

MAC ACT allows students

15

to use PCs at low costs

7 p.m. on Fridays and Saturday
from page 1
s.
the MAC ACT program.
"If a student has a problem in
"Right now there are bugs in this system
the middle
"The Quick Mail is really neat—it'
vice president for enrollment management,
of the night, they can leave us a
s great that the Apple Company will
message on for sending
have to work a private donation was made
mess
ages
to the universito friends. The print- out. To
the Quick Mail, and we will
take care of this problem, we're
respond within ers are
ty making it possible to establish scholargood, too," she said.
24 hours," he said.
switching to a system that works—System
True said MAC ACT was easy to
ships, to enable students to use MAC ACT.
In the future, Scott says he hope
use and 6.07. We should be switchin
s to have that the Reso
g to 6.07 by
"These scholarships will be geared tource
Manu
al,though not com- Wednesday or
at least two people trained in ever
Thursday," he said.
y building plete, was "pret
ward
new students coming in," she said.
ty
straightforward."
to support the program. Right
Scott also said the system crashes were
now, when
Henc
kler, who is working in conjuncproblems arise, CCA's must
run between
tion
with
Student Aid,said she did not know
the four buildings, which is very
time conhow much money would be offered,or what
suming and inefficient.
the qualifications would be.
Once properly equipped, Scot
t also anPeggy Crawford, the Student Aid directicipates Stewart to be open 24
hours a day,
tor
was unavailable for comment.
to provide over-the-phone assis
tance. This
Scot
t also said there was possibility of
will most likely take place next
semester.
offering MAC ACT users the opportunity of
According to Pamela Dumas Serf
es, dipurchasing old equipment,at a discount rate.
rector of Marketing Media for the
MAC
"We probably won't do this for a couple
ACT and Cable programs, MAC ACT
curof years," he said.
rently services over 400 students
in the
Despite the problems that have arisen
Hilltop complex.
with MAC ACT,Scott said general response
"We initially planned the prog
ram to be
to the program is positive.
used by about 300 students—we've
defi"Although we have tons of room for
nitely exceeded our goal," she said.
growth, I think MAC ACT is one of the best
Dumas Serfes said MAC ACT serv
things put on campus.
ices
are available only to Hilltop residents(Kno
x,
"It is a sophisticated network, t hat's as
Somerset,Oxford,and Doris Twitchel
l Allen
good as any you can find.
Village) because the population of the
com"We don't really know what will tranShe said "once in a while there were
partly due to students using incompatible
plex was ideal for "test piloting" the
spire here, but I want to create an environpro- problems sharing the computer
, but my software.
gram before it is offered campus-wide.
ment where students are comfortable using
roommate and I have always worked it out.
"
"This is a new operating system,so conScott indicated that the Hilltopcomplex
a computer," Scott said.
is
True indicated, however,that the system
sequently there are some bugs, but we are
currently the only area ofthe campus wire
"It will be interesting to see how this
d to has been prone to "freeze," wher
e work not working on them," he said.
accommodate MAC ACT networking.
program affects students grades," he said.
saved is lost.
"People also have to understand that we
"It will probably be a couple of year
According to Dumas Serfes, MAC ACT
s
Chris Murray, a first-year Computer
haven't had much time to work with this probefore the entire campus is wired onto
is
an
effort to sell "computer literacy, not the
the Science major, who is a CCA,said
there are gram. We were putting up the comp
network," he said.
uter
the
s
Appl
e computer,"to provide them with coma lot of bugs that are being worked on.
Saturday students were arriving on campus."
To accommodate students who wish to
puter
experience that many employers seek.
"We came here a week before school
Scott said the budget crisis would not
use their own computers, Scott said access
True
said despite some of the problems
started to work on the program. We didn'
t affect the program because MAC ACT was
to CAPS and URSUS will be available next
an
she'
s
expe
rienced, MAC ACT was a good
have much time to test the program," he said.
"auxiliary program" not funded by the state.
semester, for a small fee.
prog
ram
Scott indicated that the main reason for
"It won't affect the actual program, but
Kathleen True, a first year Wildlife ma"I understand that because its a new
the system crashes was due to the incompatthe budget crisis may affect enrollment."
jor who is using the program, said she liked
prog
ram, there would be problems. I'd like
ibility of the system they first installed.
According to Joyce Henkler, assistant to cont
inue to use the program," she said

Oct 21 -Nov 1
Memorial Room
in the Memorial Union

9 am - 5 pm
No Appointment
Necessary

ONLY CHANCE
FOR SENIORS TO
GET YEARBOOK
PICTURES TAKEN.
CALL X1783 IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS.

Two Places
To Call For Help
With The New
LSAT:
1. Staney H. Kaplan
2. Dial-A-Prayer
The new LSAT course. For the new LSAT.
Classes are starting now.

Call 1-800-KAF'TEST

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances

We offer prep courses for the PSAT,SAT, ACT, LSA
T, GMAT, GRE,
MCAT,and twelve other tests at over 150 locations worl
dwide

.r ".5.41111tV.4101---
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Croatians want Yugoslav flag removed from Union

dared their independence from the central
The Committee for Free and IndepenOljaca said he hopes the petition will
government last June."
dent Croatia and Slovenia has a goal of five make the United
States "take steps in the
According to the director of the Union, million signatu
res by Nov. 1, which they right direction and support" his homeland as
David Rand, the flag was not removed be- will present
to the White House in hopes it soon as possible.
cause Yugoslavia is the officially recog- will
persuade the U.S. to recognize Croatia
He said he follows the news from home
nized country, and not Croatia or Slovenia. and Sloven
ia as free,independent republics. on Croatian radio, reads the newspa
pers,
"We hung the flag officially recognized
The petition reads"We,the undersigned and calls home often.
our own federal government," Rand said. Americ
an citizens, request that our governHowever, both Oljaca and Wieck are
"To our government Croatia does not exist." ment
urgently recognize the democratic re- disappointed in the lack
ofcoverage given to
Rand said he empathizes with the stu- publics
of Croatia and Slovenia."
the conflict in Croatia.
dents and professor, but he cannot remove
Wieck,Oljaca and Juric have been gath"The networks are scarcely covering the
the flag because they opposed the govern- ering
signatures at a table in the Union all crisis," Wieck said.
ment of Yugoslavia.
this week,and will also be downstairs in the
"Anyone who wants to learn more we
"Governments may take positions that I Union
Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday will be happy to speak
to."
support and others oppose," Rand said. "The of next
week. Local churches have also
Rand said he supports their spirit of
flag could not be removed because of oppo- been lendin
g support and gathering signa- activism, and encourages
them to continue
sition to a government."
tures for the petition.
working for their cause.
An official policy was created by the
Wieck said support of the UMaine ComHe also said there has been "wonderful
Memorial Union and the Office of Interna- munity
has been slow in coming, mostly feedback from the interna
tional communitional Affairs last week which explains the because
people just don't know very much ty" for the flag display
.
reasoning behind the decision not to remove about
the Croatian situation. However, she
"The flags are a tribute to the students,"
the flag by Rand and Ruth Bentley, Assistant said when
people stop and talk to her or the he said. "We celebrate
their presence."
Dean of the International Student Program. student
s from Croatia,they are sympathetic.
Wieck
said
she
disapp
is
ointed there has
"...The Memorial Union and Office of
"Eventually they support these two dem- not been more
suppor
t
from
the University.
International Student Programs cannot re- ocratic
countries who are trying to fight
"It
is
hard
change
to
people
s' alliances,"
move any flag from the flag display because against
communist aggression," she said.
she said.
there are members of the community who
Wieck was born in Croatia, and moved
Oljaca agrees, but added he feels the
oppose a government position or govern- to Spain at
the age of ten. She has been U.S. will change
its position and recognize
ment, whether or not those persons are citi- teaching
Spanish in the U.S. since the 70s, Croatia and Sloven
ia soon.
zens of that country," the policy said.
and she and her husband have lived in Maine
"This
is
the
only
way to get things finWieck,Oljaca and Juric are also trying to since 1986.
ished,"
he
said.
solicit signatures for a petition to get the
She said she feels the U.S. government
"Eventually they will lend their support
United States to officially recognize the will eventua
lly recognize Croatia and Slov- - of course," Wieck
said. "It is just how
republics of Croatia and Slovenia. They are enia, as it
did with the Baltic states, but many more people
must
be killed before it is
doing this as part of a nationwide effort.
hopes it will not be too late.
over_"

t4

New
Campus
Order
All you "leader-types" might find this tidbit intere

sting:

Book Buy-Back Service Board
Maine Day Service Board
Student Entertainment Activities Service Board
are all searching for students to fill
chairperson, vice-chairperson, treasurer, etc. posit
ions!
So if being just another point-of-light
isn't enough, take charge!
Contact Stavros Menciros
at the Student Government Office,
third floor, Memorial Union, 581-1774.

Make The Prudent Move,
Lead a Campus Organization.

Maine Day

from page 1

from page 1

one step at a time and having it finalized tor
this year is that first step."
Next week, the General Student Senate
will vote on creating a permanent service
board for Maine Day,according to Littlefield
In the early 1980s, Maine Day was cancelled and removed as a part of the academic.
calendar.
"It stopped working because it became a
one student group event,"Dysart said. "It was
perceived as having a single interest."
But in 1984, the Student Alumni Association brought it back with a different focus.
S AA realized it had to be an all-campus event,
according to Dysart.
SAA President, Andy Brown, said the
pre-organization still needs to expand.
"We want to change the leadership structure," Brown said. "Each year, one group
chairs Maine Day and we don't want to stress
only one group. Instead, it should be full of
campus involvement."
The day's structure will be similar to that
ofthe past. It will consist ofservice projects in
the morning and activities in the afternoon
and evening. Brown said.
Nothing concrete has been planned yet, but
a committee, formed by Mendros and Littlefield, meets weekly to begin planning events
for Maine Day. Anyone interested is welcome
to attend the Wednesday night meetings

Relax and enjoy

First Annual UMaine

2 on 2 e
Volleyball Tourney)
to benefit the United
Dates:

Saturday, November 2
Sunday, November 3

Location:

Lengyl Gym (UMaine)

Entry Fee: $15 per team
(all proceeds go the United Way)
e'
Fyitmat: A2 team limit. Single eliminat
ion,
pest two out of three games to 11
.1D-4
points. Side out scoring.
Prizes:

1st Prize :$30 and game ball
2nd Prize: $20

register, call 866-4909 or
stop by Delta Tau Delta
Deadline for registration: October 31
(Copy of rules available at Delta

Tau Delta Fraternity)
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SportsNews

• Field hockey gears up for big weekend
• Profile of excellence—Soccer coach Jim Ayer
• Benton to lead UConn vs Black Bears

The Campus •UMaine Field Hockey
Sports Ticker Black Bears to face Vermont,
#9 UNH

Snooks named NAC
Rookie of the Week

By Colleen Ryan
Staff Writer

UMaine Women's Soccer goalkeeper
Allison Snooks was named North Atlantic
Conference Rookie of the Week for her
efforts last week.
Snooks, replacing the injured Nicole
Ricci,allowed just two goals in two games:
a 3-1 win over Colby and a 1-0 loss at New
Hampshie College. NHC is the third ranked
team in Division II.
Snooks is the second Black Bear to
receive the R.O.W. award this season. Jen
Farina garnered the award for the week of
Oct. 7.

UMaine tops in Hockey
East coaches poll
The University of Maine hockey team is
the pre-season favorite to win itsleague,Hockey Fast, according to the leagues coaches.
Coach Shawn Walsh's Black Bears accumulated seven of eight first place votes,
outdistancing Providence College(one first
place vote) and Boston College to the preseason rankings.
The University ofNew Hampshire,Boston University, Merrimack College,Northeastern University and LiMass-Lowell round
out the eight team league in order of the
enaches poll.

BC's LaGrand suspended
Boston College Athletic Director Chet
Gladchuk announced last Friday thatjunior
Boston College goaltender Scott LaGrand
had been suspended by the NCAA.
In a prepared statement,Gladchuk said:
"As a result of a self-disclosed infraction of
NCAA legislations,Scott LaGrand has been
declared ineligible for outside competition
effective immediately."
The NCAA is currently reviewing an
appeal submitted on his behalf by Boston
College.
, LaGrand reportedly was suspended for
a violation that occured last spring. He
expects his eligibilty to be restored in two
weeks.

Celtics down Spurs 115-112
Dee Brown scored 29 points and Larry
Bird added 25, leading the Boston Celtics
back from a 19-point deficit to a 115-112
victoryoverthe San Antonio Spurs Wednesday night.
Reggie Lewis added 18 for the Celtics
while Willie Anderson paced the Spurs
with 19. David Robinson and Sean Elliott
each chipped in with 18 for the Spurs.

This weekend in UMaine
athletics
Friday-Field Hockey 3:30p.m.atLengyeJ
Field versus University of Vermont.
Saturday - Football 1:00 p.m. at Alumni Field versus University of Connecticut.
Sunday - Field Hockey 1:00 p.m. at
Lengyel Field versus9th ranked New Hampshire.

Suzanne Plesman and the UMaine field hockey team will try to
continue its rise
to the top this weekend with games against UVM and UNH.

This is possibly the biggest weekend of
the season for the University of Maine field
hockey team.
The Black Bears play host on Friday to
North Atlantic Conference foe the Ilniversi
ty of Vermont Catamounts in a fight for a
play-off position in the NAC.
"These games are crucial in the standings for us," said Coach Terry Kix. "We
have to beat Vermont to go anywhere."
The Catamounts are 2-2 in the NAC and
are ranked 4th in the conference. UMaine is
1-2-1 in the conference and ranked 5th.
The Black Bears are coming off a big
weekend last week, tying the 11th ranked
Northeastern Huskies 2-2 and defeating
Hofstra University 3-1. The wins improved
the UMaine record to 8-4-1.
"The team is excited. There is a lot of
pressure also because of the game against
Vermont," said Kix.
Vermont has one conference game left
against Drexel University. UMaine has just
the conference games this weekend against
the Catamounts and 9th ranked University
of New Hampshire.
The Black Bears have been preparing all
this week for the weekend in practice.
"Yesterday,we focused on what we need
to do to win the game and today what we will
do is focus on what Vermont likes to do,"
See UVM-UNH on page 19

•Profile of Excellence

•UMaine Football

Dyer leads way for UMaine Benton—a key
By Rachel Gorr
for UConn

and grown and the best thing about our
program now is the players in it. I'm real
proud of them," Dyer said.
In nine seasons at the University of Maine,
Dyer has a high respect for UMaine and
Jim Dyer has compiled a winning record, especially his players. Although he is
pleased
81-64-12, to be exact.
they have been "very competitive"and"have
During his 23-year coaching career,Dyer done a good job," he is even more pleased
has had 100 wins.
about the job his
For the past eight
players have done
years his UMaine
off the field.
team has finished in
He stressed the
the top 10 in New
importance of acaEngland.Even
demics, noting his
though this is very
players have not
impressive, there is
been in trouble and
more to Jim Dyer
have maintained
than just statistics.
good grade point
When Dyer
averages in their rechose to come to
spective subjects.
UMaine in 1982,the
Dyer said getting an
opportunity to beeducation and being
come a full-time Diable to play soccer
vision-I coach was a
was"a positive eduvery positive one to
cational experihim. He said the
ence."
chance for him to build something here that
"The reason we're here is to get an eduwas not here in the past was a new and cation and we have done a real good job with
satisfying challenge.
that," he said.
"The best thing about the University of
Dyer added he is able to maintain good
Maine is the student body and the people friendships with his players after they gradwho work here," Dyer said."They are down uate. While they play for him, though, he
to earth, honest, good people."
feels that it is "important to maintain a
"At first,the players weren't committed,
but we changed that ... things have evolved
Sec DYER on page 19
Volunteer Writer

By Tim Hopley
Staff Writer
Another team on a winning streak will
invade Alumni Field Saturday, the University of Connecticut Huskies, winners of two
straight, are this week's opponent for the
Black Bears.
According to UMaine Coach Kirk Ferentz,the UConn record - 2-4 overall, 1-2 in
Yankee Conference - is very deceiving.
The Huskies are led by quarterback Cornelius Benton who has completed 128-of227 passes for 1,692 yards(most in the YC)
and 10 touchdowns,he has been intercepted
seven times.
"Benton has a good arm and their offensive line is very strong," Ferentz said.
"They'll be quite a foe for us."
Benton's favorite targets have been Mark
Didio (38 catches-582 yards), Alex Davis
(30-469) and tight end Brian Kozlowski
(26-384).
First-year tailback Ed Long paces the
ground attack for the Huskies. In UConn's
win over UMass last week, Long broke out
for 118 yards on 27 carries. On the season he
has 257 yards on 58 carries.
Fellow tailback,red-shirt first-year player
Leonard Dandridge(76 rushes-354 yards)is
See BENTON on page 18
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Benton-UConn
another big play performer for the Husky
offense which leads the YC,averaging 432
yards in total offense per game.
Defensively, YC Defensive Player of
the Week Jim Reppi spears the attack.
Reppi had 10 tackles including six unassisted a week ago versus UMass. He also
forced a fumble and had an interception
which he returned for a touchdown.
Linebacker Dan Kennedy (42 tackles),
free safety Scott Mitchell (44 tackles), and
cornerback Mark Chapman(4 Int.), are other defensive performers of note for UConn,
which ranks next to last in the YC,allowing
439.5 yards per game.
For the Black Bears, Paul Capriotti continues to be the only consistent performer
for Ferentz.
Capriotti carried for over 100 yards last
week, his second 100+ yard day of the
season. He has now gained 549 yards on 132
carries and leads the team in touchdowns

from page 17
with seven rushing and one receiving.
Up-and-down tailback Carl Smith (85365 - 2TD's) hopes to get untracked this
week. Smith picked up just eight yards on
six carries a week ago,leaving him 79 yards
shy of Lorenzo Bouier's all-time rushing
mark of 3,828 yards.
Quarterback Emilio Colon (86-of- 162
1,022 yards - 2TD's 10INT's)was pulled in
favor of senior Jeff DelRosso a week ago,
but according to Ferentz, Colon will be in
there versus UConn.
Capriotti(18 catches-190 yards), Frizell
Davis(16-222), and Tony Szydlowski(18199),are favorite receivers for Colon, while
Mark Shaw leads a tight end corp which has
combined to haul in 21 passes good for 277
yards.
Sophomore outside linebacker Jemal
Murph continues to lead the UMaine defense in tackles (68). Inside linebackers
Lorenzo Harris (58) and Marc Dube (48)

provide strong help up the middle, while
Corey Parker (four sacks, eight tackles for
losses) and Brian Roche (four tackles for
losses) anchor the defensive line.
Junior Jeff Mottola is the punter and long
field goal kicker while Matt Tobin will
handle the short kicks,including extra-points.
Last season, the Huskies downed the
Black Bears 35-20 behind now departed
quarterback Matt DeGennaro. The teams
have split the last six decisions with the
home team winning each of its three games.

•UMaine Athletics

Hall ofFame
inductions
By Tim Hopley
Staff Writer

Harold Alfond and Emily Ellis Throckmonon are two of the six people who will be
inducted into the University of Maine Sports
Hall ofFame.Rufus Harris(basketball),Chris
Keating(football),Carl"Stump"Merrill(baseball, football) and Billy Swift (baseball) will
Black Bear notes:
join them in the Friday,October 25,ceremony
• UMaine is sixth in total offense and at the Black Bear Inn which begins at 6 p.m.
seventh in defense in the YC and have
The Sports Hall of Fame was initiated six
allowed a league high 163 points in five years ago to honor Maine's finest athletes
and
conference games.
administrators. The Hall ofFame criterion for
• The Black Bears and Huskies shared selection is achievement in the athletic prothe YC title in 1989(with Villanova).
gram, but other factors are also considered.
•UConn leads the all-time series(which They include character, leadership and integdates back to 1922) with a 33-27-3 record. rity, as well as non-athletic service
to the
University community and achievement in
later life. Members inducted into the Hall of
Fame have been the recipient of national or
regional recognition, as an outstanding team
participant or as an individual.
Alfond is the driving force behind the $3.9
million Alfond Arena expansion project. His
$2 million donation is the largestone-timecash
gift ever bestowed upon the University of
Maine(non-posthumously),according to Vice
President for Development Robert Holmes. A
loyal supporter of the I. lniversity and state of
Maine, Alfond has donated more than $4 million to the Orono campus since 1968.
Thmckmorton held 20 women's basketball records when she graduated in 1985. The
first UMaine athlete ever to have a uniform
number retired (#40), she also set an NCAA
record for consecutive free-throws made(26).
A talented student-athlete,sheearned the Maine
Spoils Hall of Fame College Scholar-Athlete
Award in 1985. She was the first Black Bear
female athlete to ever compete professionally,
playing basketball in Finland in 1985-86.
Harris was a stand-out UMaine basketball
player in the early 80s who was drafted by the
Boston Celtics. When Harris graduated, he
too held several Black Bear records.
Keating was a member of the NFL's Buffalo Bills for several seasons. He was named
The UMaine defense will have to be at its best when UConn comes to town
Saturday. The Huskies are first in the Yankee the teams outstanding community leArter durConference in offense.(File)
ing his stay in Buffalo.
Merrill was a two-sport athlete at UMaine,
playing both baseball and football. He is the
former manager of the New York Yankees,
having just been relieved of his duties.
Swift is the current closer for the Seattle
Marineis baseball team lieaccumulated 17saves
this past season and had an ERA under 2.00.
Swift was an All-American at UMaine,
holding seven pitching records - most complete games pitched(season and career), most
consecutive complete games, most strikeout
in a game,career wins and wins in a season

Call us and tell us what you think about
The Maine Campus Sports Pages.x1268
With any food order,

NEED A DATE?
Coming soon to UMaine...

Pizza Oven

will deliver one pint of Ben+jerry's ice
cream for only 12 with this coupon,
(Normally $2.79)! As an added bonus,
this offer is good in conjunction with
any other Pizza Oven coupon.

Open 7 days a week:

866-5505

154 Park St.'
Orono I
Offer Exaes 10/30/9j
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Coach Dyer
division between them and any of my
other
personal friends. I get to know our
players
extremely well and I work with them
extensively ... I think we have good friendshi
ps
and I like that," Dyer added.
Dyer's respect for his players is reciprocated. Paulo Nunes a first-year midfielder
for UMaine,was impressed with Dyer when
he was being recruited.
"Ile is a good person and a good coach
and I like his philosophy about coaching,"
said Nunes.
Bob Kreider, who has been the head
student athletic trainer for the soccer team
for a season and half, said his first impressions of Dyer were that he was, "a very
knowledgeable, sincere and a great guy."
Kreider said "I have to be mature in my
position and Coach treats me very well, with
respect; so, in turn, I have more respect for
him."
Although soccer season is in the fall,
Dyer and his team are busy year-round.
They have a formal off-season for six to
eight weeks in the winter for weight training
and playing in an inside league and indoor
tournaments.
Dyer said during the summer,"recruiting is a high priority and it takes a lot of time

•Track and field

19
from page 17

UVM-UNH

from page 17

and effort."
said Kix."Things have been crazy this week."
The recruiting is limited by the teams'
The University of New Hampshire also
budget, but that has not stopped Dyer from come to 11Maine
this weekend On Sunday
getting players from as far away as Texas at 1:00 p.m. the two
teams will hook-up.
and British Columbia.
The Wildcats are ranked 9th in the nation
As it stands now, Dyer does most of the and are tied for first with
Boston University
recruiting, but said assistant coach Scott in the NAC, 3-1.
Atherley will be assuming more of the reThe Black Bears will definitely have a
sponsibility.
tough game against UNH as the Wildcats
Dyer said he thinks players really like also beat Northeastern, 3-1 in
Durham.
the University of Maine and its soccer pro"UNH is an excellent grass field team
gram when they visit, so recruiting is made and Northeastern is an
excellent turf team,
easier.
both are really great teams," said Kix."Our
"The school sells itself in many, many main concern is beating Vermont
then we'll
ways," Dyer said.
worry about UNH."
Looking toward the future, Dyer said
The weekend games are the last two
"potentially this is a very, very good team home games for the Black Bears.
with excellent players and a wonderful attitude. We are just now starting to reach our
•Boxing
potential this season."
One ofhis goals is to"firmly"establish his
team as one of the top five in New England.
"That is certainly a goal we have and it is
not impossible by any means," he said."The
NEW YORK (AP) - Evander Holyfield
players have a keen desire to do well them- could defend the heavyweight title against Mike
selves and to have the team do well ... they are Tyson in January,February,March - or notat all.
willing to work hard to maximize their poten"This is not a typical postponement situatial and they set some realistic goals for them- tion because Indianapolis has to be reckoned
selves ... I believe we can get there."
with," said Seth Abraham, president of Time
Warner Sports, whose TVKO is to handle the
pay-per-view and closed-circuit telecast of
the fight.
The match was set for Nov. 8 at Caesars
Palace, but was postponed Friday because of
a rib injury to Tyson, who is scheduled to go
bedeau told police he assualted her at the track on trial for rape and related charges,Jan.27 in
and field center at York University.
Indianapolis.
Thibedeau said she an suffered asthma
Regarding a new date for the fight, promoter
attack, a swollen throat and whiplash as a Dan Duva said Monday there are two choices.
result from the attack.
"One, schedule the fight in January and
She said today she was satisfied with the wait until another motion is heard to resentence.
schedule the trial," he said.
"I didn't want to see Ben go to jail or
Duva's second option in to "wait until
anything like that," she said.
after the trial and take a chance the fight will
"I thought he should know you can't get never happen."
away with that...You can't go throwing peo"We'll try to make a decision tomorrow,"
ple around by the throat and expect nothing to Duva said.
happen because you're Ben Johnson.
Should the trial be postponed, then the

Black Bear Notes:
Suzanne Plesman and Mary Lou Winstel
were awarded Player of the Week and Rookie of the Week respectively for their efforts
last weekend.The two were both key figures
in the tie against Ilth ranked Northeastern
and in the win over Hofstra.

Holyfield-Tyson: a question

Johnson guilty of assault
TORONTO(AP)- Ben Johnson pleaded
guilty Monday to assaulting former teammate
Cheryl Thibedeau last year.
Thibedeau said Johnson pushed her and
grabbed her throat because he was angry over
comments she made to the media after he
tested positive for steroids and was stripped of
his gold medal at the 1988 Seoul Olympics.
Johnson received a conditional discharge,
was placed on 16 months probation and ordered to perform 75 hours of community
service work_
He was charged last December,after Thi-

Game time against Vermont is set for
3:30 p.m. on Friday and on Sunday against
UNH at 1 p.m.
Both games are at Lengyel Field.
UMaine will finish the regular season
schedule Friday Nov. 1 against Central
Michigan,and Saturday,Nov.2against Ohio
State University, both in Lima, Ohio.

WHOLESALE

6311112EZOT

fight could be pushed back to February or
March. If that happens,then Holyfield would
have a fight before meeting Tyson.This would
be an added risk because of the possibility of
an upset or injury.
Should the fight be held before Jan. 27,
then it would be either Jan.10 or Jan.17 according to Duva.
"There are problems with January,"
Duva said.
There are NFL playoffgames the weekend
ofJan. 10, which would cut into prefight media
coverage. There will be no NFL games the
following weekend but there will be a big
wrestling pay-per-view event Jan. 18, which
could affect sales for the fight the night before.
Weather is another concern for Caesars
outdoor arena. Temperatures can dip into the
30s in Las Vegas in January.
lithe fight were tube moved indoors would
mean a reduction in the number of seats.
Duva said he had to address the concerns
of Caesars Palace, which has a $13 million
live gate for the match, and TVKO, which
"Has $40 million invested in this fight."

'YOU'RE INVITED"
To Shop At The Lowest Wholesale Prices
ALL NAME BRAND MERCHANDISE

Why Pay Retail When You Can
Shop WHOLESALE!
You Can't Beat Our Prices On:

TERRA NOVA

'THE RACE OF SCOTT AND AMUNDSEN FOR THE SOUTH POLE.
by Ted Tally
Maine Masque Theatre
October 24, 25, 26, 1991 at 8 PM
October 25, 27 at 2 PM
HAUCK AUDITORIUM, UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
GENERAL ADMISSION $6.00 ADMISSION FREE TO U. MAINE STUDENT

PERFORMING AR'TS!
0 AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE

-TelevisionNCR's - Domestics - Power Tools - Hardware - Fresh Produce - Snacks - Sporting Goods - Tires & Automotive
Supplies - Prepack Deli - Jewelry - Eye Glasses - Prepared Dinners
- Health & Beauty Aids - Toys - Canned & Frozen Foods - Stereos - Cigarettes - Books -Cameras & Film - Gourmet Food Items - Beer &Wine - Office
Supplies

Special Shopping Privilege!
You're eligible to become a FLEX member at no charge!
BANGOR, ME
915 Union St.,
Westgate Mall
AUBURN, ME
110 Mt Auburn
Ave

- ALE
rLES
DEPOT

One Day
Shopping Pass

.137e
I Address
Phone

L

Authorizes purrhases at wholesale pores 4.

AUGUSTA, ME
J+D Business Park
55 Industrial Drive
WATERFORD, CT
Cross Road Center
167 Parkway North

Hours:

M-F 11a.m.- 9 p.m.

Sat 9 am.- 9 p.m.

Sun 10 a.m.- 5 p.m.

Ile

-1-.......mosatelliti.Ohallkit,
h..o....71
,
0110*
4111.0.
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sporr Shorts
Despite win,Patriot weakness aren't cured
FOXBORO, Mass.(AP)- In the glow of
the game-winning overtime kick, there were
hear hugs, broad smiles and big ideas that the
New England Patriots might have taken a
giant leap forward.
After a night's sleep, enthusiastic coach
Dick MacPherson was a realist.
Dramatic as it was, Jason Staurovsky's
42-yard field goal with no time left Sunday
had only given the Patriots a 26-23 win over
Minnesota and some confidence. It didn't
wipe out the weaknesses.
"I can't imagine us turning the corner for
where we want to be until '93," MacPherson
said Monday."To be a team where we go out
each and every game and domindte,we've got
a ways to go in terms of talent and the depth
level."
"We know that our team is not as good as
some of the other teams in the NFL," wide
receiver Irving Fryar said,"but if we play like
we played (Sunday), we can beat teams that
supposedly are a little better."
All the other 27 NFL teams were better
last year.
The Patriots were 1-15. They were burdened by the controversy surrounding reporter
Lisa Olson's claim she was sexually harassed
by several players after they split their first two
games. They lost all 14 games after that.
Today,only 14 teams have better records
than the Patriots' 3-4.They are in third place
in the five-team AFC East and have allowed
the fewest points in the division.
"We basically turned the image around

already," Fryar said.
The optimism of new chief executive officer Sam Jankovich and a new coaching staff
helped achieve that. It gave the Patriots confidence to come from behind that players say
was missing from last year.
New England squandered a 23-13 lead in
the final 1:37 but still beat Minnesota. On
Sept.22,Houston scored 14 points in the final
10 minutes to turn a 17-6 deficit into a 20-17
lead. But New England won on Hugh Millen's
touchdown pass to Greg McMurturyt with six
seconds left.
"Everybody knows we're not out of the
ballgaine, that we can win, " safety Fred
Marion said. "We never gave up, even in
games we were behind."
"The guys this year want it more. Everybody's embarrassed from the 1-15 season,"
nose tackle Tim Goad said."We had a lot of
off-field publicity that hurt us and we just
didn't want to go 1-15 again and be talked
about the whole off-season."
The potential for another distraction surfaced in the week before the Minnesota game.
The NFL took control ofthe Patriots as owner
Victor Kiam scrambled to keep the team by
coming up with $38 million he owes minority
partner Fran Murray.
"That'sone thing that we've talked about,"
Goad said. "We're not going to let off-field
stuffdistract us. Last year it got to us a lot. And
that was one ofour key goals,that we weren't
going to let it happen, and I think yesterday
proved it."

The Maine Campus"expert"
college/pro football picks
The Standings to date:
City Editor Mike Reagan
15-08
Asst. Sports Editor Jeff Pinkham 12-11
Sports Editor Tim Hopley
12-11
Editor Can Clay
12-11
Photo Editor John Baer
07-08
UMaine - UConn
Clay - UConn
Baer - UConn
Reagan -UConn
Hopley - UConn
Pinkham - UConn
Rhode Island - Boston Uni'
Clay - BU
Baer - BU
Reagan - URI
Hopley - URI
Pinkham - URI
Wm.Mary - Villanova
Clay - Viii
Baer - Vill
Reagan - Viii
Hopley - VW
Pinkham - VIII
Northeastern - UNH
Clay - UNH
Baer - UNH
Reagan - UNH
Hopley - UNH
Pinkham - UNH

Maine Campus classifieds
for sale

lost 4Sr found

JOBS: Need student to work at our
Marine Studies office. Photocopying,
typing,stuffing envelopes and answering phones. Prefer student with workstudy money but not a must. Please
call Linda at 1438.

1974 Toyota Corolla. 5 SPD, 96K.
New exhaust, tires + more! Call Jim at
Rose Bike, 866-3525.
Pioneer stereo rack system: dual cassette; turn table; 5 band g.e., cd
adaptable, tuner with 24 presets;
speakers: 36" 110 watt; remote; cabinet; perfect condition, Call 827-7577.
Metronome, almost new, $25 or best
offer. Rawlings glove almost new
$60 or b/o. Call 827-6562
Moving Sale!Sun Oct.2710am - 2pm
2 Myrtle St. Apt 4 Orono. Interested
but can't make it call 866-5727.

Lost: Small black make-up bag on
Friday. Please call Simon at 866-0461.

tar

Addressers wanted immediately! No
experience necessary. Process FHA
mortgage refunds. Work at home. Call
1-405-321-3064.
Earn extra money.Looking for people
to market an all natural skin, hair, and
nutrition products. Call 942-4441.
EARN $2000 + FREE SPRING BREAK
TRIPS! North America's #1 Student
Tour Operator seeking motivated students, organizations, fraternitites and
sororities as campus representatives
promoting Cancun,Bahamasand Daytona! Call 1-800-724-1555.

for sale
85 Chevy Celeb V6 4 door, white,
burgundy interior, auto PS/PB, looks +
runs like 88/89 can be seen at 142
Middle Street Old Town 827-5211.

fundraiser
RAM $500...51000.41500

FOOL

PR
OO
F
IF ULM UM EP

RA SI\G
For your fraternity, sorority, team
or other campus organization.

MOWRY NO NIVESTIUNT INVINNON
CALL 1-800-950-8472, ext. 50

Delaware - Navy
Clay - Navy
Baer -Del
Reagan - Navy
Hopley - Del
Pinkham - Navy
Redskins - Giants
Clay - Skins
Baer - Giants
Reagan - Skins
Hopley -Skins
Pinkham - Skins
49'ers - Eagles
Clay - SF
Baer - SF
Reagan - SF
Hopley - SF
Pinkham - SF
The Maine Campus "Experts" are
members of the Editorial board - Can
Clay (Editor), Michael Reagan (City Editor), John Baer (Photo Editor), Timn
Hopley (Sports Editor)and Jeff Pinkham
(Asst. Sports Editor).

Call581-1273
for your classified ad.

jobs

"Campus Representatives needed"
Earn free trip and big commissions by
selling Cancun, Mexico. For more information call toll free at 800-7557996 or in Conneticut at 203-9758833.

Richmond - J. Madison
Clay - Rich
Baer - J.Madison
Reagan - Rich Hopley - J.Madison
Pinkham - J.Madison

Lost: Green L.L. Bean jacket with
burton patch in field across from Park
Place. Call Tom at 581-4926.
Lost: Keys, in 110 Little Hall, Fri. Oct.
4. 5 keys including dorm, VW, and
Toyota key. Attatched to silver pin +
yellow key chain reading Tatoo Shop
Inc. Call Chris at 866-2305.
Lost: 1 set of keys, orange,fahvergnugen. Last seen in Stevens Hall. Call
942-8280 askfor Belinda.
Found: A lady's black casio watch
found in the Hilltop parking lot. Call
Onward Building at 581-2320.
Found: Blue prescription eyeglasses
found early Sat. moring behind Jeness.
Inquire at 581-1273.
Found: A green coin purse with keys
and ID in it belonging to Deborah
D'Andrea. Call Georgia at 581-3139.

apartments
Roomate Wanted to share apartment
in Old Town. Call 827-0183. Leave
message.
Room For Rent: A quiet place to
study. A two minute walk to campus.
Call 866-7888.
1 bedroom modem,furnished apt.
Walk to UM. Quiet, professional settin $450/mo. •lus util. 945-5810

apartments
Washburn Place,1660/mo.Sec. Dep
2BR townhome w/basement. No pets
1 yr. lease. 945-6955 or 945-5260.

personals
Rubia - Really looking forward to tonight. The wine and you in that dress
ought to make for a great sleepless
night! Cant' wait - TSE
M-- The Braves(and women!) are far
superior!!(and don't forget it)1
Hey Buddy, I'm no Rick Fox, but I'll do
my best. PS I'm looking foward to
Friday night. JSP
Pook ey: Happy 1st. I love you - Pun kin

misc.
Seamstress: Over 20 yrs. experience,
replace zippers,hemming,etc, Will pick
up + deliver. Call Jeanne 827-5115.
Anxious? Unintended pregnancy!Free
pregnancy test. Call 866-5579.
Orono Thrift Shop from Main St 2nd
rt off Pine Wed 11-4 Sat 11-2.
Spring Break:Cancun,Bahamasfrom
$259.00includes rouncttrip air, 7 nights
hotel, parties, free admission, hotel
taxes and more! Organize a small
group. Earn free trip. 1(800)BEACH IT.
Male Stripper - Great for birthdays,
wedding showers, etc. Compare
prices! Call Today 947-4220
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